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ABSTRACT

Self-control has been extensively studied using procedures in which subjects chose

between two reinforcer altematives. Tradifionally, one of those alternatives delivers a

small reinforcer after a short delay (SI), the other, a larger reinforcer after a long delay

(LD). Choosing the SI is defined as impulsivity as it requires forfeit of the larger

reinforcer; and choosing the LD is termed self-control. Four experiments were

conducted to examine behaviour using non-human animal analogues of self-control

situations. The subjects used for all four experiments were Norway-hooded rats.

Experiment 1 used an SI - LD self-control paradigm to examine the effect of

manipulating reinforcer quality on response distribution. Findings were that

behaviour became more impulsive as the delay ratio became more extreme and this

tendency was more systematic when different quality reinforcers were used for the SI

and LD alternatives. Experiments 2 and 3 introduced a novel self-control paradigm

designed as an analogue of choice situations in which individuals choose between two

competing immediately available reinforcers each associated with a different delayed

reinforcer. The procedure used was a concurrent-chains schedule that delivered

primary reinforcement in the initial and the terminal links. The initial reinforcers

were of equal amount and unequal quality; the terminal reinforcers were of unequal

amount and equal quality. An impulsive choice was defined as choosing the

altemative that delivered the most-valuable reinforcer in the initial link and the least-

valued reinforcer in the tenninal link. A self-controlled choice was defined as

choosing the alternative that delivered the least-valuable reinforser in the initial link

and the most-valuable reinforcer in the terminal link. The results indicated that

behaviour was more self-controlled when the terminal reinforcer quality was ethanol

solution and increasing the delay between the initial and terrninal links increased
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subjects' responding on the impulsive choice. Behaviour allocation in Experiment 3

was well described by the Contextual Choice Model (Grace, 1994) when the te,mporal

context scaling parameter (ft) was allowed to vary. Subjects that were relatively more

impulsive had lower derived ft values. The final experiment presented the subjects

from Experiment 3 with concurrent variable interval (VI) VI schedules in which one

altErnative delivered plain-sucrose solution and the other ethanol-sucrose solution.

Preference measures obtained from Experiment 4 were negatively correlated with the

values obtained for the scaling parameter in Experimeirt 3, indicating that subjects

which were more impulsive in the MN - ML paradigm had a stronger preference for

ethanol. ln summary, findings indicate that reinforcer quality may change the

discriminability of reinforcer altematives; and the influence of reinforcer quality on

response allocation is well described by quantitative models based on the Matching

Law.



REINFORCER QUALITY AND SELF-CONTROL

This thesis addressed whether ethanol, as a reinforcer, is qualitatively different from

other appetitive reinforcers. Of particular interest was how reinforcer quality, which

was altered by adding ethanol to tlpical appetitive reinforcers, interacted with delay to

influence behaviour in self-control paradigms. Studies examining oral self-

administration of ethanol by non-human animals show that, similar to humans,

animals exhibit a binge or bout pattern of drinking (Samson, 2000). This pattern of

behaviour can be discussed in terms of impulsivity. That is, consumption of ethanol

to the point of intoxication (binging) is impulsive behaviour; and moderating ethanol

intake is self-controlled behaviour. A second issue examined in this thesis was

whether existing self-control paradigms are sufficient analogues of human behaviour

when examining impulsivity in the context of addiction or alcohol dependence. Two

animal paradigms were used. The first was a concurrent chains procedure similar to

those previously used to examine the mechanisms behind choice behaviour for

alternatives that difter in terms of magnitude and/or delay (Davison, 1983; Grace,

1999; Rachlin & Green, 1972). The second paradigm, used in Experiments 2 and 3,

was a novel paradigm developed specifically for use in this thesis. The novel

paradigm addressed self-control situations in which the choice was between two

immediately available reinforcers and their associated delayed reinforcers (Peters,

Hunt & Harper, 2004). Delays to reinforcer delivery and reinforcer quality were

manipulated in both paradigms. The implications for theoretical models of choice

behaviour are discussed.

Two existing models of choice behaviour, the Generalised Matching Law (GML,

Baum, 1974) and the Contextual Choice Model (CCM, Grace, 1994), were originally
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developed to describe behaviour allocation between qualitatively identical reinforcer

alternatives in concurrent and concurrent-chains schedules. Variations of the GML.

have been used to describe data obtained from a limited number of studies that

examine the impact of reinforcer quality on response distribution in concurrent

schedules (e.g., Hollard & Davison, l97I; Martinetti, Andrzejewski, Hineline, &

Lewis, 2000; Matthews & Temple, 1979). The ability of the CCM to account for

behaviour in situations in which the scheduled alternatives deliver qualitatively

different reinforcers has not been assessed. This thesis examined whether these two

models accurately described behaviour when concurrently available alternatives

delivered qualitatively different reinforcers. The experiments included in this thesis

examined reinforcers that were made qualitatively dissimilar by adding a

physiologically active drug, ethanol, to commonly studied primary reinforcers.

Existing studies of choice between drug-containing and drug-free reinforcers have

equivocal results (Anderson, Velkey, & Woolverton,2002; Helnnan & Oldfather,

1992). Ethanol, in particular, appears to result in behaviour that deviates from that

typically seen with non-drug reinforcers. One purpose of this thesis was to deterrrine

whether equations developed to describe behaviour reinforced by non-drug reinforcers

would accurately model the deviations in behaviour found when ethanol was used as a

reinforcer.

Ethanol Consumption and Drug Abuse

The goal of animal models of drug consumption is to mirror human drug abuse

behaviour and thereby gain greater understanding of the mechanisms controlling drug

consumption. Animal models are effective tools for investigating drug consumption

because strict experimental controls are possible (Koob, 2000; Wolffgramm, Galli,

Thimm, & Heyne, 2000). A major component of ethanol dependence is the inability
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to regulate drug intake (DSM-IV). Animal models of ethanol dependence try to

induce subjects to consume ethanol in ways that emulate the behaviour of human

addicts (Samson, 2000). Studies using randomly bred rats have found that rats readily

consume both unsweetened (Beardsley, Lemaire, & Meisch, 1993; Czachowski &

Samson, 1999; Martinetti et a1.,2000; Samson, Pfeffer, & Tolliver, 1988) and

sweetened (Czachowski & Samson, 1999; Heyman, 1993; Heyman & Oldfather,

1992; Samson et al., 1988) ethanol solutions in volumes sufficiently large to have

physiological effects. Repeated consumption of ethanol by rats causes behaviours,

similar to that of ethanol dependent humans, including sensitisation evidenced by

increased locomotor activity prior to ethanol consumption (Woltrgramm et al., 2000),

tolerance demonstrated by increased consumption (Wolffgamm et al., 2000) and

withdrav,a/ indicated by increased acoustic startle response (Macey, Schulteis,

Heinrichs, & Koob, 1995; van Erp & Miczek, 2001) and by an increase in anxiety

related behaviour (Rasmussen, Mitton, Green, & Puchalski, 2001).

For many animal studies (again considering the behaviour of randomly bred rats),

ethanol consumption pattems are described in terms of drinking bouts and inter-bout

intervals (Samson,2000). A drinking bout is a single episode of drinking and the size

of a bout is measured byhow much ethanol (glkg) is consumed. An inter-bout

interval is the time between drinking episodes (bouts). As tolerance develops, ethanol

consumption increases and that increase may be in the form of shorter inter-bout

intervals (i.e. more frequent bouts) or increases in bout size. Rats in a continuous

access paradigm most frequently regulate their ethanol consumption through changes

in inter-bout intervals (Samson, 2000). ln continuous access paradigms, the amount

of ethanol consumed in a drinking bout may decrease (if, for instance, the response

requirement to obtain the ethanol increases) but it is unusual for bout size to increase
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(Samson, 2000). In contrast, ethanol consumption in limited access paradigms (i.e. all

ethanol is consumed by the subject within a resticted time limit such as a 30 minute

experimental session) tends to begin with an initial bout in favour of ethanol followed

by a shift to consume more of the drug-free alternative as the session continues

(Nowak, McKinzie, McBride, & Murphy, 1999). When using randomly bred rats it is

difficult to ensure that subjects consume enough ethanol to experience the

physiological eflects within a session, particularly if ethanol is diluted with plain

water. However, some induction methods do result in consumption of relatively high

concentrations of ethanol (up to 40o/o, Samson, 1986; Samson et al., 1988). The most

reliable method of increasing ethanol consumption in a grven drinking bout is to

deliver the ethanol in a sweetened solution (Samson, 2000), A benefit of adding

sucrose (or another sweetening agent such as saccharin) to an ethanol solution is that

both drug-naive and drug-experienced animals will consume ethanol at concentrations

greater than if the drug is available in water (Heyman & Oldfather,7992; Samson et

al., 1988). A common argument against using sweetened solutions to investigate

ethanol consumption is that it is difficult to determine whether the physiological

effects of ethanol, the caloric value of ethanol, or the quality of the sweetener is

controlling behaviour. However, evidence suggests that when rats respond for ethanol

solutions it is to obtain the physiological drug effects (Files, Samson, & Brice, 1995;

HeSrman, 1993; Heyrran & Oldfather,1992; Samson, 1986). One method of

addressing the argument regarding the use of sweetened solutions is to establish that

ethanol is reinforcing for subjects prior to using an adulterated ethanol solution to

reinforce operant responding.
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One purpose of this thesis was to detsrmine if reinforcer quality impacted on response

allocation when responding maintained by a drug-containing reinforcer reduced total

reinforcement delivered in a trial. Two self-control paradigms were used to study this

issue. Another aim was to examine whether two existing mathematical models of

choice could quantitatively describe individual subject's behaviour distribution

between qualitatively different reinforcers based on the data obtained in the operant

paradigms.

Quantiffing Choice

Concurrent Schedules and the Generalised Matching Law

The study of choice behaviour initially used concurrent schedules to determine how

manipulating variables such as the type of schedule or the reinforcement rate

influenced behaviour. A concurrent schedule paradigm typically uses two response

operanda and subjects are able to distribute their responses between the two

alternatives. Herrnstein (1970; 1974) mathematically described the relationship

between behaviour and reinforcement in concurrent schedules. The equation he

developed, the strict matching law (Equation l), states that an individual provided

with two sources of reinforcement will allocate behaviour between the alternatives in

proportion to the amount of reinforcement each alternative delivers.

Br+ Bz Rr +R:
(l)

In Equation 1, 81 and B2 are the amounts of behaviour allocated to each alternative

and Rr and Rz are the rates of reinforcement delivered for responding on each

alternative. Strict matching and subsequent developments in matching theory (see

RrBr
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below) have been found to describe concurrent schedule response distribution in

species as diverse as pigeons, rats, cows, and humans (Davison & McCarthy, 1988).

Strict matching occurs in situations in which relative behaviour distribution is exactly

equal to reinforcement distribution. As Herrnstein's equation was applied to

increasingly complex choice situations systematic deviations from strict matching

becarne evident. Baum (1974; 1979) developed the GML to account for behaviour

distribution that did not conform to strict matching (Equation 2).

(2)

Br and 82 are the responses distributed to alternatives I andZ, Rt and R2 are the

number of reinforcers available on each alternative, c is inherent bias to one of the

two alternatives and a is sensitivity to relative reinforcement rate. The logarithmic

fomr of the GML (Equation 3) proposed by Davison and McCarthy (1988) enables

deviations from strict matching to be easily identified using linear regressions.

'*(#)=a.roe(*).'"'"

In Equation 3, the parameter a is the slope of the line and indicates sensitivity to

reinforcernent distribution across alternatives. Sensitivity reflects how closely the

subject's response allocation matches reinforcement allocation. If a > I the subject

has overmatched, that is, the dishibution of the zubject's responses across the

altematives is more extrerne than the distribution of reinforcers would predict. lf a <

(3)
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l, which is described as undermatching, the distribution of the subject's responses is

less extreme than predicted by the reinforcement distribution. lf q: I behaviour

distribution matches reinforcement distribution (Baum,1974,1979). Also from

Equation 3, bias (log c) is the y-intercept of the line where log c > 1 indicates the

subject is biased towards alternative I and log c < I shows bias to alternative 2. If log

c: 0 there is no bias.

The extent to which undermatching occurs (a<1) indicates how well the subject has

discriminated between the actual rates of reinforcement delivered on each alternative.

Strict matching occurs when there is perfect discrimination (a: l). Reviews of

concurrent choice studies using human and non-human animals have found that

sensitivity to the reinforcement alternatives is typically less than one (Baum, 1979;

Davison & McCarthy, 1988; Robinson, 1992; Wearden & Burgess, 1982). For

example, in a review, Robinson (1992) found consistent undemratching and evidence

that sensitivity (a values) varied by species (e.g. the mean a value was 0.86 for

pigeons and 0.92 for rats).

Sensitivity to the reinforcer ratio does not appear to be systematically influenced by

changes in reinforcer quality (Anderson et al., 2002; Treveff, Davison, & Williams,

1972\. Although the sensitivity parameter does not capture the effect of quality

manipulations on response distributions in concurrent access sifuations, the bias

parameter (log c) may be able to. The bias parameter was initially used to account for

non-experimentally controlled variables that systematically contributed to response

distribution (Baum, 1974). For instance, if a pigeon had a preference for red over

green it could develop a response bias and respond on red keys more frequently than
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green ones, regardless of the scheduled reinforcement contingencies. Studies devoted

to examining the influence of rate, immediacy, and amount on response allocation in

concurrent and concurrent chains schedules typically find that the bias parameter, log

c, is close to 0 (Robinson, 1992). That is, experimenter control is usually strict

enough that unbiased responding occurs when using qualitatively identical

reinforcers.

There are situations in which bias does systematically vary and it may be that bias can

be used as a measure of the effect of some independent variables such as quality.

According to Baum (1974) possible variables causing bias include; " (3) qualitatively

different reinforcers." Gl234). Experimental manipulations of this variable should

thus produce systematic changes in bias and there is empirical evidence supporting

the use of this measure. As an example, Hollard and Davison (1971) manipulated

bias by delivering different quality reinforcers (gain vs. ectostriatal brain

stimulation). The authors found that response distributions produced biased matching

and provided evidence that reinforcer quality influences preference. They found that

the pigeons prefemed food to ectostriatal brain stimulation and it is clear that their

data could be described by Equation 3 in which the quality manipulation would result

in a change in the y-intercept.

The GML presents one way of examining the influence of quality for reinforcers that

differ in terms of rate and quality of reinforcement. However, this thesis focuses on

the influence of quality in a self-control context in which reinforcers differ not in

terms of rate but in terms of reinforcer magnitude and immediacy. A more
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sophisticated model of response allocation may be necessary to describe self-control

choice and the effect of quality in this context.

The Concatenated Matching Law

Although early studies of concurrent schedule behaviour indicated that response

allocation was a function of reinforcer rates (Catania, 1963; Fantino, 1969), research

also indicates that the distribution ofbehaviour correlates with several other variables.

These include reinforcer immediacy (Hursh & Fantino, 1973; McDiamrid & Rilling,

1965), and amount (or magnitude) of reinforcement (Fantino & Herrnstein, 1968;

Green, Myerson, Holt, Slevin, & Estle, 2004; White & Pipe, 1987), as well as

probability of reinforcement (Logan, 1965), and reinforcer concentration (Farrar,

Kieres, Hausknecht, de Wit, & Richards,2003; Martinetti et a1.,2000). If the

combination of variables associated with a reinforcement alternative constitutes the

value of that alternative (Baum & Rachlin, 1969; Mazur & Kralik, 1990), then

distribution of responses between alternatives may be proportional to the relative

value of each alternative (Baum & Rachlin, 1969; Rachlin, 1971).

The matching law can be adapted to account for the influence of multiple independent

variables on preference. One extension of the matching law (Equation 4) states that

the ratio of values of reinforcer alternatives is a multiplicative function of the ratios of

the independent variables programmed for each schedule (Baum & Rachlin, 1969;

Rachlin, l97l\.

+=(+)(+)(+)l;') (4)
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Equation 4 states that Z(the value of a reinforcer alternative as measured by the

responding on that altemative) is equal to the multiplication of the independent

variables that contribute to that alternative including: reinforcer rate (R), amount (A),

and delay (D). The parameterx represents any other variable that can be

experimentally manipulated. Once again, the subscripts 1 and2 are the two

alternatives. ln principle, the concatenated matching law could describe behaviour

found in studies of self-control behaviour. Such studies frequently examine response

distribution between reinforcers of unequal amount and immediacy. A modified

generalised matching equation (Equation 5) that incorporates the influence of

reinforcer smount and delay is derived using the concatenated matching law (Logue,

Rodriguez, Pena-Correal, & Mauro, 1984).

(5)

The advantage of the generalised concatenated matching law (GCML), Equation 5, is

that the free parameters ap, aa and ao, which are sensitivity to rate, amount and delay,

account for between subject preference differences (Grace, 1999) and make it possible

to describe individual data obtained from self-control paradigms.

Self-Contro I P aradi gms

Paradigms have been developed to extend studies of choice between concurrently

available reinforcement schedules to the experimental analysis of self-control

(Ainslie, 1974; Green, Fisher, Perlow, & Sherman, 1981; Grosch & Neuringer, 1981;

B, _rf&)"-(L\"^(L\"
82 [R' / \A' ) (D' J
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Mazur & Logue, t978; Rachlin & Green, 1972; Warry, Remington, & Sonuga-Barke,

1999). ln these studies, and others investigating self-control, both delay and amount

differ between the altematives. A response reinforced with a small amount of

reinforcer after a brief delay is defined as impulsive; and a response reinforced with a

larger amount of reinforcer after a longer delay is defined as self-controlled. A central

concept in the study of self-control is preference reversal. Preference reversal occurs

in a two altemative choice paradigm when behaviour shifts from one reinforcement

alternative to the other (Green et al., 1981; Rachlin & Green , 1972). In self-control

contexts, the preference shift occurs between the impulsive and the self-controlled

choice options.

According to the concatenated matching law, holding the difference between delays

constant while increasing the absolute delay to delivery of both a smaller more

immediate reinforcer (SI) and a larger more delayed reinforcer (LD) changes the

behaviour ratio. As the absolute delay increases, the behaviour ratio should change

from preference for the SI to preference for the LD due to the process of ternporal

discounting of reinforcer value and is dependent on the relative (rather than the

absolute) delays to the two reinforcer altematives. That is, as the time between when

an individual must choose between the concurrently available reinforcer alternatives

and actual delivery of the reinforcers increases, the value of the reinforcers decrease.

Matching theory does not explain the mechanism behind reinforcer discounting, but

Equation 5 predicts that, if the delay ratio remains constant and the absolute delays are

increased, all else being equal, the rolative value of the alternatives will remain

constant and the behaviour ratio should not change. However, if the delay ratio
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changes as delay to reinforcer delivery increases, the behaviour ratio should change

and preference should shift from one alternative to the other.

Rachlin and Green (1972) designed a paradigm to test whether changing the delay

ratio to reinforcer delivery would result in a preference shift from a SI reinforcer to a

LD reinforcer (Figure 1.1). In the 1972 Rachlin and Green study, pigeons were

required to respond on concurrent-chain schedules. The initial link response

requirement was a fixed ratio (FR) 25 and meeting the criterion gave the subject

access to the terminal link. Primary reinforcement was delivered in the terrninal links,

which were separated from the initial links by an adjustable delay. One tenninal link

presented the subject with a choice between 2 s of food delivered immediately (the

impulsive choice) and 4 s of food delivered after a 4 s delay (the self-controlled

choice). The other tenninal link was arranged so that only the self-controlled

alternative was available. Thus, if a pigeon completed the FR schedule on the initial

link key associated with the self-controlled altemative they were able to commit to the

self-contolled reinforcer. Subjects that chose the terminal link in which they could

decide between the reinforcement options a second time were inevitably impulsive.

Rachlin and Green predicted that, as the delay (T) between the initial link and

terminal reinforcement increased, the pigeons would reverse their preference from the

impulsive to the self-controlled option. Three of the five pigeons demonstrated

preference reversal. Such variability between subjects in terms of behaviour and

preference reversal may result from individual differences in reinforcement history

(Mazur & Logue, 1978). One bird demonstrated preference for the key associated

with commitment to the self-control alternative at all delays (and that preference
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increased as delay to the terminal reinforcer increased), the other was impulsive at all

delays but was beginning to respond to the self-controlled option more frequently at

the longer delays. Thus, the failure to find preference reversal in those subjects may

have been due to the limited delavs examined.

l
l

4su

Fie e 1.1. Concurrent-chains procedure adapted from Figure I Rachlin and Green (1972). The FR
schedules on the left of the diagram indicate the response requirement for each link. Pigeons
distributed their responses between the two keys (lit white, W) in the initial link. The key on which the
last response was made determined which terminal link was entered. A final response on the left key
blacked out one key, lit the second key green (G), and committed the subject to the self-controlled
terminal reinforcement contingency. A final response on the right key lit one key red (R) and other key
green. The subject was then given a second opportunity to choose between the two reinforcement
options. The shaded bars represent primary reinforcement delivery and the dashed lines represent
delays. The delay (T) between termination of the initial link and the reinforcement phase of the
terminal link was the same for both of the alternatives

A simple concatenated matching law was unable to predict the behaviour of the

pigeons in the Rachlin and Green study. However, variations of this procedure in

which individuals choose between SI and LD reinforcers, have been used extensively

to experimentally analyse the processes underlying self-control behaviour in human

@@
I

Initial link

Delay

Terminal link

Ts Ts

o -l

4s 4s

4sw 6s
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(Dziadosz & Tustin, 1982; Green et al., 2004; Green, Myerson, & Ostaszewski, 1999;

Kirby & Hermstein, 1995), and non-human animals (Grean et al., 1981; Ito & Asaki,

1982; Logue & Pena-Correal, 1984; Mazur, 1988; Reynolds, de Wit, & Richards,

204D.

Trial duration varied in Rachlin and Green (1972) as time to reinforcement delivery

(T) varied. Green et al. (1981) suggested that the failure to find consistent preference

reversal using the commitment procedure might have been because subjects' response

latencies decreased scheduled reinforcer immediacies. Thus, Green et al. (1981)

modified the concurrent chains procedure to control for trial duration. All trials in the

modified procedure lasted 30 s and delivery of the reinforcer contingencies

commenced l0 s before the end of each trial. As the delay between choice and

reinforcer delivery increased, all four pigeons in Green et al.'s study reversed

preference from the SI reinforcer to the LD reinforcer. Thus, by controlling for

variations in reinforcer immediacy Green et al. successfully demonstrated preference

reversal in pigeons. Preference reversal was also shown in mentally retarded children

working on tasks associated with either SI or LD reinforcers (Dziadosz & Tustin,

1982). Children chose which tasks they would complete. In the free choice

conditions the choices were made within sessions. ln the commihnent conditions,

tasks were chosen 24 hours in advance of the daily sessions. Reinforcement for

completing the Sl-associated tasks was immediate and the LD-associated tasks were

reinforced 30 minutes after completion. The children tended to be impulsive and

chose to work on SI tasks in the free choice conditions, but self-control increased

during commihnent conditions. This application of a paradigm developed from

animal research demonstrates the usefulness of basic experimental analysis for

identifiiing techniques to increase self-control in humans (Dziadosz & Tustin, 1982).
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A different procedure was used by Kirby and Herrnstein (1995) with high school and

undergraduate students who chose between monetary reinforcers in two experiments;

and between items of merchandise (such as a Timex watch or a Swiss army knife) in a

third study. ln their third study, Kirby and Herrnstein (1995) examined the effect of

qualitatively different reinforcers on preference in a two alternative choice paradigm.

This study used a titration procedure rather than a concurrent chains procedure. ln

titration procedures, a subject indicates their preference for one of two reinforcer

alternatives. One alternative is available after a short delay (SI) and the other is

available after a longer delay (LD). The delay to one of the reinforcers is adjusted

after each trial. For example, on the first trial a subject presented with a choice

between receiving $10 immediately or $100 in one week may say they prefer to

receive the $100. On the following hial, the delay to the $100 is increased to one

month and the subject is again asked which monetary altemative they would prefer to

receive. This time they may say they would prefer the $10. The delay continues to be

adjusted on each hial depending on which alternative the subject said they preferred

on the previous trial. The point of the titration procedure is to determine at which pair

of delay and arnount ratios the subject is indifferent between the two alternatives.

Once a series of indifference points have been established it is possible to determine

the rate at which delay discounts reinforcer value. The students in Kirby and

Herrnstein's study all reversed their preferences from the SI to the LD reinforcer

alternatives as delay to reinforcer delivery increased thus demonsfrating that existing

self-control paradigms can be used to examine choice between qualitatively dissimilar

reinforcers.
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Hlperbolic discounting of delayed reinforcers predicts the preference reversals found

by Kirby and Herrnstein (1995) and Dziadosz and Tustin (1982). Consider Figure 1.2

(adapted from Green et al. 1981, Figure l), in which two reinforcer alternatives of

diflerent magnitudes and immediacy are available. The taller hatched bar and its

accompanying curve is the self-controlled alternative and the shorter solid bar and

associated function is the impulsive alternative. The point on the discount functions

when the choice is made reflects the relative value of each reinforcer. If the choice is

made at tl, when there is a reasonably large delay before reinforcer delivery is

scheduled, the function for the larger reinforcer is above that of the smaller reinforcer

and the self-controlled option would be chosen. As time to reinforcer delivery

decreases the value of each reinforcer increases. At t2 the curves cross and the

alternatives are equally valuable and by t3 the discount function for the impulsive

option is now above that of the self-conholled choice indicating that if the choice

response was made at that point in time it would favour the impulsive altenaative.

tllat3
Delay to Reinforcer Delivery

Fieure 1.2. Diagram of the hyperbolic discounting functions for two unequal magnitude
reinforcers. The two curyes indicate the temporally discounted values of the reinforcers.
Reinforcer value increases along the y-axis and delay to reinforcer delivery decreases from left
to right along the x-axis. The plain bar represents the impulsive alternative and the hatched bar
represents the self-controlled alternative.
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Before alternative models of choice behaviour are discussed, the impact of quality of

reinforcement on response allocation between concurrently available reinforcers are

considered (Chelonis & Logue, 1997; King & Logue, 1990; Kirby & Herrnstein,

1995; Miller, 1976). One way of accounting for the impact of reinforcer quality on

response distribution in concurrent chains is to regard quality as an independent

variable that functions similarly to other independent variables such as immediacy and

amount of reinforcernent. If this is true then quality may be added to Equation 4 (as

shown in Equation 6). The parameters in Equation 6 are identical to Equation 4

except that the variable Q is a constant representing reinforcer quality.

Rt .At .It .Qt
R2 A2 12 Q'

It is difficult, however, to deterrnine how a qualitative variable should be quantified.

If the qualities are equal, as in most studies of concurrent schedules, then the quality

ratio will equal 1 and should not affect response distribution. If qualities are unequal

then the problern remains of how to quantify the difference between the two reinforcer

alternatives.

There is some evidence in the literature that reinforcer quality can be accounted for by

Equation 6. Miller (1976) examined response allocation between concurrent VI VI

reinforcer alternatives that delivered reinforcers of substitutable quality (hemp,

buckwheat, and wheat). The matching equation was modified and applied to the

results (Equation 7). Equation 7 is a logarithmic transformation of Equation 6.

(6)
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(7)
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For EquationT V, R, and Q are: reinforcer value (measured as the behaviour ratio

Br/Bz), rate, and quality and the subscripts indicate the reinforcer alternatives. Miller

(1976) fust determined preference between two pairs of grains and then used those

values to predict the preference ratio of a third pair. Miller found that subjects

divided their responses relative to the reinforcer rates and were biased towards the

altemative delivering the more preferred grain. Predictions for the preference ratio for

the third pair of grains were most accurate when the slope (a) was set equal to 1.0 but

accuracy was still high when the derived value of a (from the initial comparisons) was

used. Thus, a concatenated matching equation can both describe and potentially

predict the impact of quality manipulations using concunent VI VI schedules. A

similar method was used by (Sumpter, Foster, & Temple, 1993) to predict whether

hens responding for wheat would prefer responding on an alternative in which

reinforcernent delivery depended on five key pecks or on one that required a door

push.

The ability of matchingJaw equations to account for the influence of manipulating

reinforcer quality on preference may depend on whether substitutable or non-

substitutable reinforcer qualities are used. Reinforcers of substitutable quality serye

similar functions for the individual consuming them and unsubstitutable reinforcers

have different functions (Green & Fisher, 2000). Manipulating reinforcer qualityby

adding ethanol to a susrose solution changes behaviour in concurrent access

situations. Heyman and Oldfather (1992) found that when sucrose was delivered on
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concrrrent VI VI schedules, increasing the requirement for one of the schedules

increased responding on the unchanged schedule. However, when one of the

reinforcers was adulterated with ethanol increasing the response requirement for the

altemative that was reinforced with the drug-containing reinforcer did not decrease

responding for that altemative. That is, response distribution when qualitatively

unequal reinforcers were concurrently available was dissimilar to response

distribution between qualitatively equal reinforcers. (Hursh, 1980) suggested that the

relative reinforcing efficacy of a reinforcer such as ethanol depends on what other

reinforcers are concrurently available. That is, if the concurrently available

reinforcers were qualitatively identical then the alternatives are substitutable and

changing the reinforcement schedule associated with one alternative should simply

switch responding to the other alternative. However, if the alternatives are not

substitutable response allocation is less likely to shift from the changed to the

unchanged alternative (e.g., Heyman and Oldfather, 1992). This has implications for

models of choice behaviour. In cases where one of the alternatives delivers a

pharrnacologicaily active reinforcer (such as ethanol) it may be that variables that

increase or decrease responding maintained by that reinforcer ditrer from those that

influence responding for a concurrently available reinforcer.

Few studies have examined the influence of reinforcer quality on the phenomenon of

preference reversal in rats. Some findings suggest that reinforcer quality influences

choice behaviour by changing sensitivity to the independent variables such as

sensitivity to delay and amount. Chelonis and Logue (1997) compared self-control

for water in water-deprived rats to self-control for food in food-deprived rats. They

found that behaviour reinforced with water was more self-controlled than behaviour
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reinforced with food. The GML was applied to the results and Chelonis and Logue

determined that sensitivity to delay was greater in the food-deprived rats as compared

to the water-deprived rats. In a similar studS Green and Estle (2003) employed a

within-subject self-control paradigm with rats and found that preference revgrsal

occurred for both food and water reinforcers. For that study, the delay at which

subjects were impulsive and chose the SI over the LD was individually determined for

each subject. Next, a constant delay was added to the delivery of the SI and the LD

reinforcers, the subjects all increased responding for the LD as the delay to the

reinforcers increased. That is, as delay to both of the reinforcers increased preference

shifted from favouring the impulsive alternative to favouring the self-controlled

alternative. These two studies demonstrate that concurent chains choice procedures

are a useful approach for examining the influence of reinforcer quality on choice.

However, both of these studies studied one quality of reinforcer at a time.

Behavioural allocation was examined whsn both alternatives delivered food or when

both altematives delivered water and then behaviour from the two conditions was

compared. A comparison of choice between qualitatively different reinforcers

delivered in the same condition (i.e. when one alternative delivered water and the

other alternative delivered food) was not included in either of these studies. The first

experiment of this thesis initially exarnined the effect of manipulating reinforcer

quality on choice proportions when both of the reinforcer qualities were identical and

then compared the results with results from conditions in which different quality

reinforcers were delivered for the SI and the LD alternatives of a self-control

paradigm.
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The Contextual Choice Model

In 1994, Grace developed the CCM, which is an extension of the GML, to account for

the effect of temporal context on response allocation in concurrent chain schedules.

In particular, Grace's model addressed the occurrence ofboth the initial link effect

and the terminal link effect. The initial link effect is that as the initial links of a

concurrent chains procedure increase in duration sensitivity to the initial link

contingency increases. The terminal link effect occurs when sensitivity to the

terminal link contingencies decreases as the duration of the initial links increases.

Thus, as noted by Grace (1994), there appears to be an interaction between sensitivity

to the terminal links and initial link duration for concurrent-chains procedures. Grace

(1994, 1999) proposed Equation 8 as a method of accounting for temporal context

effects using a model developed from the generalised concatenated matching law.

+ =,(+)'. 
[[?)" [i)" I*',-

(8)

The parameters of the CCM are as follows; R is initial link reinforcernent rate, D is

delay to terminal link primary reinforcement, x represents another independent

variable (such as reinforcer amount), and & is a scaling parameter. The subscripts 1

and 2 refer to the two concurrent schedules. The sensitivity parameters are sensitivity

to the initial link reinforcement rate (ap), sensitivity to the terminal link delay (ap) and

sensitivity to independent variable x (ax). The parameters that determine the

influence of temporal context are Tl and T;, which are the average terminal and initial

link durations. As the duration of the teminal link (Tr) increases, the contextual

exponent increases in value and hence the influence of terrninal link contingencies on

initial link behaviour distribution increases. Likewise, increasing the duration of the
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initial link (Ti) decreases the value of the contextual exponent and decreases the effect

of the terminal link on initial link response allocation. Esseirtially, CCM assumes that

the more time a subject spends in the presence of terminal link stimuli, the greater the

influence the terminal link contingencies will have on initial link response

distribution. "CCM is based on the assumption that the ratio of the average terminal-

link to initial link durations, T/T;, is the crucial contextual variable in concurrent

chains." 6t.126, Grace, 1994). Grace (1994) successfully applied CCM to 92

archival data sets. It has been demonstrated that CCM accounts for much of the

variance in concurrent chains schedules in which the terminal links deliver equal

magnitude reinforcers (Grace, 1994) or unequal magnitude reinforcers delivered after

variable delays (Grace, 1995, 1999). Howevero the ability of the model to account for

choices between qualitatively difterent reinforcers delivered after fixed delays has not

been tested. Since much of the literature investigating self-control uses concurrent

chains paradigms to examine choice between reinforcers of different magnitudes and

fixed delays, it is a useful exercise to assess whether CCM can account for behaviour

in self-control paradigms in which the reinforcers differ in terms of fixed (rather than

variable) delay, maguitude, and quality. This issue is addressed in Experiment I and

Experiment 3.

In summary, research into self-control has typically investigated choice between

qualitatively identical reinforcers that are of unequal magnitude. Mathematical

models that extend the Matching Law, which was originally developed to account for

behaviour allocation between concurent VI VI schedules, can describe behavioural

allocation in such studies. What has not been addressed previously is whether choice

behaviour adheres to the principles of matching theory when pharrnacologically active
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reinforcers are used instead of appetitive or water reinforcers. The previous

widespread use of ethanol in the behavioural pharmacology literature made it a logical

choice to use in experiments that examine the impact of reinforcer quality on choice

behaviour. The first experiment of this thesis examined the effect manipulating

reinforcer quality had on choice proportions in an animal self-control analogue. The

analogue used was a concurrent-chains paradigm and reinforcer quality was

manipulated by adding ethanol to, or removing ethanol from, a sucrose solution. The

second experiment introduced a novel self-control paradigm and investigated whether

acclimatisation to ethanol consumption in subjects'home cages influenced operant

responding for ethanol. The self-control procedure used in Experiment 2 was

modified to reduce intrinsic side biases; and, the modified procedure was used in

Experiment 3 to investigate further delay ratios and a different reinforcer vehicle. The

reinforcer vehicle used in Experiment 2 was diluted sweetened condensed milk and

the reinforcer vehicle used for Experiment 3 was sucrose water. Finally, in

Experiment 4, the rats that served as subjects in the third experiment were studied

using concurrent VI VI schedules to determine whether they preferred the ethanol-

containing reinforcer or the ethanol-free reinforcer used in Experiment 3. The overall

hlpothesis was that adding ethanol to food reinforcers would change response

distribution in operant choice paradigms; and that the effect of reinforcer quality

could be described by quantitative models derived from the Matching Law.
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EXPERIMENT 1

Reinforcer Quality and Response Distribution in a Concurrent Chains Procedure

Central to this thesis was the question of whether animals reinforced with ethanol-

containing reinforcers distribute their responses in a concurrent-chains paradigm

differently than animals reinforced with drug-free reinforcers. Previous studies of

behaviour allocation indicate that the introduction of drug-containing reinforcers may

alter some behavioural phenomena that are evident when identical quality reinforcers

are used (e.g., Heyrran & Oldfather,1992).

Initial studies examining choice using traditional experimental paradigms that

included ethanol as a reinforcer alternative did report differences relative to studies

that did not use ethanol. For example, McSweeney, Melville, and Higa (1988)

examined the influence of ethanol on behavioural contrast using concurrent and

multiple schedules. Behavioural contrast is studied using two reinforcement

schedules. Multiple schedules are tlpically used but concurrent schedules are also

studied. The contingencies associated with one option are held constant while the

contingences for the alternate behaviour are manipulated (for an example see Ettinger,

McSweeney, & Nonnan, 1981). Positive behavioural contrast is an increase in

responding on the constant reinforcer altemative that occurs when the value of the

alternate reinforcer option decreases. Negative behavioural contrast occnrs when the

value of the alternate reinforcer option is increased and responding on the constant

alternative decreases. Using identical non-drug reinforcer qualities and varying

amount of reinforcer for one alternative, Ettinger et al. (1981) found their results were
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well described by modifoing the matching law so that relative rates of responding

were set equal to relative amounts of reinforcement (Equation 9).

Br=4,
Br+8, Ar+A,

Ettinger et al. (1981) found positive and negative contrast when reinforcement amount

was manipulated and both reinforcer options delivered mixed grain. Furthermore,

when applyrng Equation 7, Ettinger et al. found bias and undermatching which is

consistent with previous literature using concurrent schedules (e.g., Baum,19741'

Robinson, 1992; Wearden & Burgess,1982). Numerous other studies that have used

qualitatively equal reinforcers and varied rate or amount of reinforcer in one

component have produced similar findings (McSweeney,1978; McSweeney &

Melville, 1993). In comparison, McSweeney et al. found that, when one alternative

was ethanol, contrast was observed in concurrent schedules but not for multiple

schedules. Likewise, Czachowski, Samson, and Denning (1999) found no evidence of

behavioural contrast when ethanol and sucrose were available on multiple schedules.

In related findings, Hey,rnan (1993) and Heyman and Oldfather (1992) found that,

within a behavioural economic framework, elasticity for an ethanol based reinforcer

was not influenced by the availability of an alternate food reinforcer. That is, the

extent to which dernand for the reinforcer changed as a function of the increases in

response requirement (elasticity) did not change when food was concurently

available. SimilarlS Files et al. (1995) found that concurrent access to ethanol-

containing and ethanol-free reinforcers resulted in a stable g/kg intake of ethanol

(inelastic demand) across a variety of schedule/reinforcer pairings. In contrast, when

(e)
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reinforcers of the same qualig are concurrently available elasticity typically increases

(Hursh, 1980, l99l).

These differences found when drug rather than non-drug reinforcers are used maybe

explained with reference to a more general phenomenon rather than a drug effectper

se. For instance, studies of behavioural contrast indicate that how a quality

manipulation effects response dishibution may depend on whether the reinforcers

used are substitutable or not. Only under specific procedural conditions did Higa &

McSweeney (1987) find behavioural contrast with non-substitutable reinforcers

(water and food) delivered on multiple schedules. No behavioural contrast occurred

when the constant altemative was food and the variable alternative changed from food

to water. However, changing the variable reinforcer from water to food led to

decreased responding on the constant alternative (negative contrast) when the constant

altemative was reinforced by water; but only when the rate of reinforcement was high

(VI 15 s). These studies into behavioural contrast and reinforcer quality suggest that

manipulating reinforcer value by changing reinforcer quality may not necessarily

influence behaviour in the same way as changing reinforcer amount or delay.

It remains unclear whether the models used to describe behaviour that is reinforced

with food or water reinforcers can also describe choice behaviow when both

alternatives provide the same quality reinforcers but the reinforcers are drugs. For

instance, in a study by Martinetti et al. (2000) when different concentrations of

ethanol were concurrently available in subjects' home cages the bohaviour of only 16

of 28 rats was well described by a generalised matching equation when reinforcer

concentration was assumed as analogous to reinforcer nmount. Likewise, when
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rhesus monkeys chose between qualitatively dif[erent cocaine and food reinforcers in

a simple concurrent VI VI the generalised matching law only described the data of l0

of the 16 subjects (Anderson et al., 2002). In contrast, using different cocaine doses,

Anderson and Woolverton (2003) found that response distribution between reinforcer

alternatives in a self-control paradigm was similar to behaviour in paradigms in which

food was used as a reinforcer (Green & Snydennan, 1980; Snyderman, 1983;

Williams & Fantino, 1978). That is, as absolute, but not relative, delay to terminal

reinforcer delivery increased preference shifted from the self-controlled (a higher dose

after a longer delay) to the impulsive alternative (a lower dose after a shorter delay).

Anderson and Woolvertonos (2003) finding that substitutable drug reinforcers and

substitutable food reinforcers had similar effects on behaviour suggests that it may be

possible to investigate the impact of reinforcer quality on choice behaviour using a

concurrent chains self-control paradigm. A previous study using a concurrent chains

self-control paradigm to deterrnine the impact of reinforcer quality on the parameters

of matching based equations found that sensitivity to reinforcer amount and reinforcer

delay were influenced by changes in reinforcer quality (Chelonis & Logue, 1997).

Thus, the impact of reinforcer quality may be understood within existing models if the

use of qualitatively different reinforcers changes sensitivity to either the amount or

delay. The behaviour of animals that ar€ more sensitive to reinforcer delay should be

more impulsive than that of animals that axe more sensitive to reinforcer amount

(Chelonis and Logue, 1997). Their results suggest that sensitivity to reinforcer delay

and amount in the current study would depend on the quality of reinforcers used.

However, the effect of ethanol reinforcers on behaviour in concurrent chains

procedures has not been addressed to date.
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Therefore, the aim of this experiment was to determine if ethanol influenced the

relative control exerted by delay and amount on behaviour using a self-control

paradigm. Within the context of a self-control paradigm Green and Estle (2003)

found that reinforcer quality changed the indifference points between concurrently

available SI and LD reinforcers. In their study, indifference points for food

reinforsers tended to occur at a shorter delay than the indifference points for water

reinforcers which suggests that different quality reinforcers may be discounted at

different rates. The first phase of the current experiment investigated whether there

was any indication that the use of ethanol as a reinforcer would influence the tlpical

pattern ofbehaviour on concurrent chain schedules in which the reinforcers dif[ered

in terms of delay and amount. Two groups of subjects were studied. The fnst group

of subjects (the Ethanol Rats) had prior experience with ethanol-containing sucrose

and were reinforced with ethanol-containing sucrose in the first phase of the

experiment. The other group of subjects (the Plain Rats) did not have prior

experience consuming ethanol and were reinforced with ethanol-free sucrose in the

fust phase. The second phase of the current experiment examined the effect, on self-

control behaviour, of using a drug-reinforcer as the SI and a non-drug reinforcer as the

LD. If prior experience consuming ethanol caused the Ethanol Rats to become

addicted to ethanol it was predicted that they would be more impulsive than the Plain

Rats in Phase II. This was because the subjects would only be able to consume

ethanol if they chose the SI reinforcer. Across both phases, the study investigated

whether the effect of the reinforcer quality manipulations could be captured using a

generalised version of the concatenated matching law. Based on Chelonis and

Logue's (1997) suggestion it was predicted that increases in impulsivity would be

reflected in an increase in sensitivity to delay relative to sensitivity to amount and
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increases in self-control would be reflected as an increase in sensitivitv to arnount

relative to sensitivity to delay.

The choice paradigm used was a discrete trial concurrent-chains procedure. Rats were

used as subjects. During the initial link of each trial, the subjects could respond on

either the left or the right lever according to concurrent fixed interval (FD l0 s FI l0 s

schedules. Fixed interval schedules were used to ensure all animals spent the same

amount of time in the initial link. The first lever on which the subject responded after

the FI had elapsed determined terminal link entry. Responding on the lever associated

with the impulsive choice was reinforced with one dip ofreinforcer; and responding

on the lever associated with the self-controlled choice was reinforced with three dips

of reinforcer. There was a brief delay before the smaller reinforcer and a longer delay

before the larger one.

Subjects were divided into two groups. During the first phase of the study, the

Ethanol Rats were reinforced with a l0% ethanol sucrose solution (ethanol sucrose)

for both the impulsive and the self-controlled choices; and the Plain Rats were always

reinforced with an ethanol-free sucrose solution (plain sucrose). The lever with which

each contingency was associated alternated across conditions. For the second phase,

all subjects were reinforced with ethanol sucrose for each SI choice, and LD choices

were reinforced with plain sucrose. Ethanol sucrose was used to reinforcer impulsive

choices in Phase II both because consuming ethanol is often considered to be

impulsive in non-experimental situations and due to time constraints. The experiment

took approximately one year to complete and the subjects were a year old when the

study began; the life expectancy for rats is approximately two years. It was predicted
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that any changes in individual subject's behaviour allocation in the second phase

would be reflected as a change in the sensitivity ratio (aalap) in Phase II as compared

to the sensitivity ratio found in Phase I. Again, if the Ethanol Rats preferred ethanol

they should be more impulsive than the Plain Rats and the difference between the

groups should be reflected in a smaller sensitivity ratios for the Ethanol Rats.

Method

Subjects

The subjects were six female Norway-hooded rats maintained at85o/o of their free-

feeding body weight by post-session feeding. A small sample was used because this

was a pilot study designed to determine if the mathernatical models developed to

describe behaviour when a single reinforcer quality was used could also account for

behaviour in a paradigm where more than one reinforcer quality was used. Water was

freely available in the home cage. The rats were individually housed in cages (42 crr

x 20 cm x 25 cm) with opaque plastic bottoms and wire mesh tops. The housing room

was on a l2-hour light/dark reverse cycle and lights c:lme on at73A pm. Testing was

conducted during the dark cycle. Subjects were assigned to one of trvo reinforcer

quality groups. Three rats were in the plain sucrose group (the Plain Rats) and three

rats were in the ethanol sucrose group (the Ethanol Rats).

Apparatus

Six standard 30 crn x26 cn x 34 cm operant chambers were used (Figure 2.1). Each

chambsr had trvo retractable levers, one fixed lever, four lights, and two dippers. The

retractable levers were located on the front wall of the chamber 18.5 cm from the

floor and 16.5 cm apart. The single fixed lever was centred on the back wall 6.5 cm

above the chamber floor. Red lights were located 3.5 crn above each front lever, and

5 cm above the rear lever. A liquid dipper was located 72 cm below each retractable
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lever. Four of the chambers had dippers that had additional white lights that turned on

when the dippers operated (Coulbourne Instruments H14-05R). Those dippers held

0.05 ml of reinforcer. The other two chambers had dippers without white lights and

delivered 0.04 ml (MedAssociates ENV 202M) of reinforcer. There was a houselight

in the centre of the operant chamber ceiling.

oo
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Lights

Rehactable Levers

Dipper Wells

Fieure 2.1. Schematic diagram of the front wall of the operant chamber showing the configuration of
the lights, retraciable levers, and dipper wells. The dipper located directly below the response lever
delivered the reinforcer associated with a particular response.

Reinforcers

The two reinforcers were plain sucrose and ethanol sucrose solutions. Fresh solutions

were prepared daily. Plain sucrose was prepared by dissolving caster sugar in tap

water (dv) to obtain a solution of 10% sucrose concentration. The ethanol sucrose

solution was prepared by adding enough ethanol (Ethanol absolute C2H5OH, 99.5%

v/v) to the plain sucrose solution to make a reinforc€r with a concentration of 10%

ethanol (v/v). There were two phases for this experiment. During Phase I, the Plain

Rats (F12, F32, and F52) were only reinforced with plain sucrose; and the Ethanol

Rats (F22, F42, and F62) were only reinforced with ethanol sucrose. In Phase II, all

six zubjects were reinforced with ethanol sucrose for responding to receive the
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smaller, more immediate, terminal reinforcer and with plain sucrose for responding to

receive the larger, more delayed terminal reinforcer.

Experimental Contingencies

Concurrent FI lO-s FI 10-s schedules operated in the initial links of all conditions

(Figure 2.2). The choise was always between a smaller, more immediate, reinforcer

(l dip of reinforcer) and a larger, more delayed, reinforcer (3 dips of reinforcer).

Reinforcer magnitude (number of dips of reinforcer) was not varied in this

experiment. There was no delay between the initial and terminal links.

FIl0sFIl0s oo ] 
Initial link

Terrninal link

If
FRI

LD delay

Blackout

n

Figure 2.2. Diagram of the concurrent chains self-control paradigm used in Experiment I .

Subjects respond in the initial link and are reinforced in the terminal link. The dashed lines
indicate delay. Note that there was no delay between the initial and the terminal links. For the left
impulsive altemative the light turned off after reinforcer delivery. The delay that followed
delivery of the SI reinforcer ensured trial durations were equal. The solid bar represents delivery
of the SI reinforcer (l dip of reinforcer). The hatched bar indicates delivery of the LD reinforcer
(3 dips ofreinforcer). The location ofthe SI and LD reinforcers alternated across conditions.

The terminal links began with a delay to reinforcer delivery for both the SI and the

LD alternatives. The delay ratios varied across conditions and average time to

terminal reinforcer delivery was always 20 s. The six delay ratios (SI:LD) were l:2

_o o
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Table 1.1

Condition order and terminal link delavs to reinforcer deliverv for Phase I and Phase II.

The Ethanol Rats were Fl2. F32. and F52 and the Plain Rats were F22.F42. and F62.

Phase I Scheduled Delavs Phase II Scheduled Delays
Sub Cond Delay Ratio Left Right Delay Ratio Left Right
Ftz 1

2
aJ

4
)
6

1 to 6 (19) s.77 34.29
6 to 1 (14) 34.29 5.71

2to | (14) 26.66 13.33

l to 2 (17) 13.33 26.66
1 to 4 (14) 8.00 32.00
4 to I (26) 32.00 8.00

4 to 1 (14) 8.00 32.00
I to 4 (16) 32.00 8.00
I to2 (10) 13.33 26.66
2to | (14) 26.66 13.33
6 to I (11) 34.29 5.71

I to 6 (10) s.1l 34.29

6 to I (13)
I to 6 (16)
Ito2 (10)
2to | (13)
4 to I (12)
I to 4 (10)

34.29 5.71

5.71 34.29
13.33 26.66
26.66 13.33
32.00 8.00
8.00 32.00

2 to | (13) 26.66 13.33
I to 2 (15) 13.33 26.66
1 to 6 (10) 5.71 34.29
6 to I (13) 34.29 5.71
4 to I (r2) 32.00 8.00
I to 4 (10) 8.00 32.00

6 to 1 (13) 34.29 5.71

1 to 6 (16) 5.7r 34.29
I to 2 (10) 13.33 26.66
2to | (13) 26.66 13.33
4 to I (11) 32.00 8.00
I to 4 (10) 8.00 32.00

4 to 1 (13) 32.00 8.00
1 to 4 (16) 8.00 32.00
I to 6 (10) 5.71 34.29
6 to I (13) 34.29 s.7I
2 to 1 (12) 26.66 13.33
I to 2 (19) 13.33 26.66

Zto | (13) 26.66 13.33
I to 2 (19) 13.33 26.66
1 to 6 (10) 5.71 34.29
6 to 1 (20) 34.29 s.7l
4 to I (14) 32.00 8.00

F32

F52

F22

F42

I
2
J

4
5

6

I
2
J

4
5

6

I
2

J

4
)
6

I
2

3

4
5

6

Ito2 (19)
2to | (14)
4to I (14)
I to 4 (14)
I to 6 (14)
6 to I (14)

13.33
26.66
32.00
8.00
5.7r

34.29

26.66
l a aa
I J.JJ

8.00
32.00
34.29

5.71

32.00
8.00
5.7r

34.29
26.66
13.33

32.00
8.00

13.33

26.66
34.29
5.7t

26.66
13.33

5.71

34.29
32.00

8.00

5.7r
8.00

F62 I
2
a
J

4
5

I to 4 (21) 8.00
4to 1 (15) 32.00
6 to I (14) 34.29
I to 6 (17) s.7l
I to2 (14) 13.33
2to | (24) 26.66

1 to 4 (19) 8.00
4 to I (14) 32.00
2to | (14) 26.66
I to 2 (14) 13.33
I to 6 (14) 5.71

6 to I (24) 34.29

I to 2 (19) 13.33
2to | (14) 26.66
6 to I (14) 34.29
I to 6 (r7) 5.7t
1 to 4 (14) 8.00
4 to I (16) 32.00

6 to 1 (21) 34.29
4 to I (14) 32.00

I to 6 (19) s.7r 34.29

I to 4 (17) 8.00 32.00
I to 2 (16) 13.33 26.66

6 2to 1 (24) 26.66 13.33 I to 4 (16) 8.00 32.00
,-o,
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(13.33 sto26.66 s),2:1, l:4(8sto32s),4:1, l:6(5.71 sto34.29 s),and6:1. The

order of the delays for each subject is shown in Table I . 1 . The location of the

reinforcers alternated across conditions. When the small immediate reinforcer was

associated with the left lever the houselight remained off; the houselight was lit when

the small immediate reinforcer was associated with the right lever.

Procedure

Phase I

All subjects had previous experience with concurrent chain schedules so no pre-

training was required. The subjects had previously spent nines months responding on

an SI - LD paradigm. The three Ethanol Rats had only ever responded for l0%

ethanol sucrose reinforcement. The Plain Rats had previously been reinforced with

plain sucrose only. All sessions began with the levers retracted and the lights off.

The front lights were turned on and the front levers were inserted into the operant

chamber to signal trial start. lndependent FI 10s FI 10s schedules then began timing

and the subject was able to respond on either lever. The first response made by the

subject after the FI l0 s elapsed was the choice response. After the choice response,

the front levers retracted and the light for the unchosen lever extinguished.

The terminal link began immediately after the subject made a choice response. The

light associated with the chosen lever rerrained on during the terminal link delay.

When the terminal link delay had elapsed, the chosen lever was re-inserted into the

operant chamber. The subject was then required to respond on the lever (FR 1) and

reinforcer delivery immediately followed that response. If the choice response was

for the SI alternative, the dipper located below the chosen lever delivered a single dip
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of reinforcer. After the SI reinforcer was delivered, the light above the dipper was

turned offand thepost-reinforcerblackout cornmenced. Choice ofthe LD alternative

resulted in delivery of three dips of reinforcer from the dipper located under the

chosen lever. After a LD reinforcer was delivered, the light associated with an LD

choice was extinguished and a 45-second inter-trial interval commenced. It took 10

seconds longer to deliver the LD reinforcer than it took to deliver the SI reinforcer

(i.e. the total time to deliver each dip of reinforcer was 5 seconds). The SI post-

reinforcer blackout was equal to the difference of the LD delay and the SI delay plus

the time it took to deliver the LD reinforcers. For example, during the 1:4 delay ratio

conditions the SI terminal link delay was 8 s and the LD delay was 32 s thus the

tength of the post-reinforcer blackout for the SI condition *u, ,O s. The post-

reinforcer blackout used following the SI reinforcer ensured trials were of equal

durations and is standard for self-control paradigms (e.g.Rachlin & Green, 1972).

There was no post-reinforcer blackout for the LD alternative. Trials were separated

by a 45-s tTI.

On average, sessions ran five days a week. Training on each delay ratio condition

continued until the stability criteria were met. The criteria were that a) the moving

average proportion of responses to the SI alternative of the final five sessions was

within 0.05 of the preceding five sessions, b) that criterion 4 was met for two

consecutive sessions and, c) there was no monotonic increasing or decreasing trend in

the proportion of SI choices made during the last five sessions.
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Phase II

The experimental procedure for Phase II was identical to that of Phase I. The only

exception was that all six subjects received ethanol sucrose for the SI reinforcer and

plain sucrose for the LD reinforcer. That is, ethanol was removed from the LD

reinforcer for the Ethanol Rats and ethanol was added to the SI reinforcer for the Plain

Rats. The stability criteria used were the same criteria that were used for Phase I.

Results and Discussion

Ethanol Consumption

If ethanol sucrose is functioning as a reinforcer it will maintain operant responding.

All subjects made responses that were reinforced with ethanol sucrose when it was

available. The average ethanol consumption (glkglhr) for each subjeet for each delay

ratio condition is shown in Table 1.2. Only the subjects Fl2, F32 and F52 consumed

ethanol sucrose in Phase I; all subjects consumed ethanol sucrose as a reinforcer in

Phase II.

Table 1.2

Average ethanol consumption (g/kg/hr) for each delay ratio condition for each Phase.

l:2 2:l I:4 4:l l:6 6:l
Phase I Fl2 1.45 l.8l 1.65 1.65 1.08 0.85

F32 0.98 0.s7 0.93 0.7s r.34 0.77
F52 0.56 1.08 0.58 0.60 0.71 0.73

Phase II Flz 0.12 0.03 0.13 0.07 0.20 0.10
F32 0.21 0.29 0.s0 0.27 0.48 0.48
F52 0.21 0.08 0.10 0.21 0.22 0.24
F22 0.03 0.10 0.2r 0.24 0.13 0.28
F42 0.46 0.10 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.2r
F62 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.06
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During Phase I, the Ethanol Rats consumed on average 1.01 gkglfu of ethanol (range

0.71 to 1.42 gkglhr), which is greater than the metabolic rate of ethanol for rats (0.30

glkglfu,Wallgren & Barry, 1,970; as cited in Heyman & Oldfather L992). During

Phase II, when ethanol delivery was contingent on SI choices, all subjects allocated

some of their responding to the SI alternative. As can be seen in Table 1.2, there were

no systematic effects of delay or quality on the consumption of ethanol. During Phase

II, only one subject (F32) consistently consumed more ethanol (dkglh) than the

metabolic rate of ethanol. None of the remaining subjects altered their proportion of

SI choices to an extent that enabled them to maintain a pharmacologically significant

ethanol intake during Phase II. Ethanol sucrose was clearly functioning as a

reinforcer for the subjects in this experiment; however, dwing Phase II, the value of

the SI (the ethanol sucrose alternative) was not great enough to increase the

proportion of SI entries to a level at which consumption would have phannacological

effects. Nevertheless, all six subjects'behaviour changed when the quality of one of

the reinforcer alternatives changed which indicates that behaviour distribution in this

concurrent chains paradigm was a function of reinforcer quality.

Phase I

The data used for this analysis were the median data obtained from the last five

sessions of each condition. During Phase I, one Plain Rat (F42) responded

exclusively for the LD altemative at all delays. To enable quantitative models to be

fit to the data" 1.0 was added to the median values of the obtained choice (i.e. entry)

and response data forF42.

The first question of interest was whether there was any indication that the response

distribution of the subjects whose behaviour was reinforced with ethanol sucrose was
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different from that of the subjects whose behaviour was reinforced with plain sucrose.

Figure 2.3 shows the proportion of SI responses made by each subject during Phase I,

the proportions are averaged over all six conditions. Visual analysis of the data

indicates that the Ethanol Rats tended to be more impulsive than the Plain Rats. The

average proportion of SI responses made by the Ethanol Rats was 0.44 and for the

Plain Rats it was 0.17.

Ethanol Rats Plain Rats

Group
Fieure 2.3. The average proportion of responses made on the lever associated with the impulsive
alternative during Phase I. The dark bar is the average responses made by the three Ethanol Rats and
the lighter bar is the avefirge responses made by the three Plain Rats.

The next question was whether delay ratio had a syste,matic effect on behaviour.

Firstly, the proportion of SI responses made in Phase I (Figure 2.4) when the SI

alternative was located on the left and when the SI alternative was located on the right

were visually examined for evidence of contingency control. This examination of the

individual subjects' behaviour indicated there were side biases. A side bias was

present in tle behaviour of all subjects except for F42 who responded exclusively to
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the self-controlled alternative at all delays irrespective of the location of the LD

contingency. This can be seen visually in Figure 2.4 as the proportion of SI responses

(i.e. the proportion of responses allocated to the SI initial link schedule) varied as the

location of the SI contingency alternated between the left and the right lever. The

individual proportion of responses made on the left altemative for each delay ratio

condition can be seen in Appendix A.

To reduce the impact of side bias, the data was analysed by taking the median number

of choices made for each contingency (SI or LD) combined over the final five

sessions for each delay ratio condition and its reversal (Figure 2.5). The changes in

behaviour as delay ratio changed during Phase I were consistent with previous

literature and did not differ as a function of the quality of reinforcer. For two of the

Ethanol Rats (F12 and F52) and two of the Plain Rats (F22 and F62), the proportion

of SI choices (i.e. the proportion of entries into the SI alternative) increased as the

delay ratio became extreme. Although it is of note that the increase in SI choices was

not a monotonically increasing function for all of these rats, behaviour at the l:6 delay

ratio was consistently more impulsive then at the l:2 ratio for these four subjects.

This pattem of behaviour was similar to the one found by Green and Estle (2003)

where choice between different amounts of food or water reinforcers was sensitive to

changes in the delay ratio. In that study, choice of the SI alternative was also less

frequent at the least exteme delay ratio as compared to the most extreme delay ratio.

The remaining two rats (F32 and F42) were insensitive to the delay ratios. F32 tended

to be indifferent to the terminal link contingencies and the mean proponion of SI

choices for that subiect was 0.52. F42 was consistently self-controlled and never
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chose the SI altemative during Phase I. The lack of sensitivity to delay ratio

demonstrated by these two rats may have resulted from the limited range of delays

chosen for this study. In the Green & Estle (2003) study the starting delay ratio was

determined individually for each rat so that the subjects initially chose the SI at the

most extreme delay ratio. The most extreme ratios ranged from 1 :24 to 1:60 for the

four rats in that study as compared to 1:6 in the present study. Similarly, in the

original Rachlin and Green (1972) study there was individual variation in response

distribution between reinforcer alternatives and subjects showed varying degrees of

sensitivity to the reinforcer delay. Thus, the idiosyncratic impact of delay ratios on

choice in the current study is consistent with previous literature.

Phase II

In Phase II reinforcer quality was manipulated and the behaviour of all the subjects

was reinforced with ethanol sucrose for SI choices and with plain sucrose for LD

choices. The individual proportion of responses made on the left alternative for each

delay ratio condition is shown in Appendix B. The behaviour of the three Ethanol

Rats became more orderly in Phase II (Figure 2.6). All three subjects monotonically

increased responding on the SI altemative as the delay ratio became more extreme and

thus entered the SI alternative more frequently. The choices made by the Plain Rats

were not as orderly as that of the Ethanol Rats, The pattern of behaviour by F62 was

similar to that of the Ethanol Rats in Phase II: howevetF22 andF42 did not

monotonically increase choices of the impulsive alternative as the delay ratio became

more extreme. F22, however, made more choices that were impulsive at the l:6 ratio

than at the 1:2 ratio. Although F42 showed greater contingency control than in Phase

I, its change in behaviour as a function of increasing delay ratio was the opposite to

that observed in the other rats behaviour. This mav have reflected an order effect with
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F42 responding on the SI alternative more frequently and thus entering the SI

alternative more frequently with increased exposure to the different qualities

contingency. For this subject the order of presentation of the delay ratios in this phase

was 1:4,I:6 and then l:2 and across these conditions the rat showed a monotonic

increase in SI choices as can be seen in Figure 2.6.

In general, reinforcing behaviour on each alternative with a different quality

reinforcer seemed to result in a more consistent effect of reinforcer delay on choice.

In Phase I only four of the six subjects had tendency to increase responding, and

hence entries, for the SI reinforcer as the delay ratio became more extreme. This

contrasts with the finding in Phase II that five subjects showed consistent increases in

SI entries at the largest delay ratio as compared to the smallest delay ratio. Presenting

subjects with concurrently available reinforcers of different qualities may have

produced more discriminable alternatives. This would be consistent with the findings

of Ettinger et al. (1981) when different types of grain were delivered on multiple

schedules. That study found that behavioural contrast only occurred when the relative

values of the types of grain delivered for the two alternatives were sufficiently

different. Thus, the more orderly influence of delay on choice behaviour found in

Phase II of the current study may be due to an increase in the discriminablity of the

alternatives when choices were between different quality rather than identical quality

reinforcers.
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Model Fittins

The Generalised Concatenoted Matching Law

The next issue for Experiment I was whether the behaviour of subjects could be

described by a generalised version of the concatenated matching law (Equation l0).

B, _b(L\'"(L)'^
BR [D^/ \A^ )

(1 0)

The sensitivity parameters for the Generalised Concatenated Matching Law (GCML)

€r€ apo sensitivity to the delay ratio; and aA, sensitivity to the reinforcer amount ratio.

Chelonis and Logue (1997) suggested that a greater sensitivity to reinforcer amount

(i.e. ae> ao) is associated with more choices that are self-controlled and a greater

sensitivity to reinforcer delay (i.e. aa < ap) will result in behaviour that is more

impulsive. If this holds true then subjects that make more choices that are impulsive

should have a smaller sensitivity ratio (aalap) than subjects that have make more self-

control choices. As the sensitivity ratio increases control by the reinforcer amount

ratio increases and subjects should make fewer choices of the SI alternative.

Microsoft Excel Solver was used to estimate the parameter values for b, ap', and a6 by

maximising the percentage variance accounted for by the model when the obtained

proportion of SI entries was compared to the predicted proportion of SI entries

(Grace, 1994). Data from the conditions when the SI contingency was associated

with the left lever and when it was associated with the right lever were not averaged

for model fitting. The free parameter values, percent variance accounted for

(%VAC), the sensitivity ratio (a4lap) and the average proportion of SI choices made

by each subject for Phase I are shown in Table 2.1. Sensitivity to amount was greater

than sensitivity to delay, which corresponds to the tendency for subjects to be self-
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controlled. The average variance accounted for by the generalised concatenated

matching equation was74.7o/o (range 27.3% to 100.0%). It is of note that the poor fit

(27.3%) obtained for F52 that has orderly data in Figure 2.6 results from the side bias

which confounded contingency bias (i.e. bias towards either the SI or the LD

contingency, see Appendix A). The derived parameters for Phase II are shown in

Table 2.1. The average variance accounted for in Phase II of the experiment was

80 .3% (range 3 | .4% to 99 .60/o). When the sensitivity parameter values obtained from

Phase I were compared to the values in Phase II there were no systematic changes in

either sensitivity to delay or sensitivity to amount (Figure 2.7).

o
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F12 F32 F52 F22 F42 F62

Subjects

F12 F32 Fs2 F22 F42 F62

Subjects
I Phase I

E Phase ll

Fisure 2.7. Derived values for the sensitivity parameters. The graph on the left is sensitivity to the
reinforcer amount ratio and the graph on the right is the sensitivity to reinforcer delay ratio. The values
were derived by fitting the generalised concatenated matching law (Equation l0) using the proportion
of SI choices made for all delay ratio conditions. The data from conditions in which the SI contingency
was on the left and when it was on the right were not combined

The next step was to consider changes in the sensitivity ratio (aalap) when the

reinforcer quality was changed in Phase II as compared to Phase I. Changes in the

sensitivity ratio should be reflected in changes in the proportion of SI choices made
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by each subject. lf ailao: I the programmed ratios of amount and delay should

control behaviow equally and subjects should tend to be self-controlled at the smallest

delay ratio (1:2) and become increasingly impulsive as the delay ratio increased. If

atlao increases in Phase II the influence that the delay ratio (relative to the influence

of the amotrnt ratio) has on choice should increase. That is, increases in aalap (in

Phase II vs. Phase I) should be reflected in subject's behaviour as a decrease in

impulsive choices in Phase II; and decreases in aslap should result in an increase in

impulsive choices. This relationship between the sensitivity ratio and choice

behaviour was true for four of the six subjects (Figure 2.8); an increase in aalap was

associated with a decrease in impulsive choices for two subjects FIz,F62) and a

decrease in aalaowas associated with an increase in impulsive choices for two

subjects (F22,F42). While this was not particularly convincing, the sensitivity ratios

were negatively conelated with the average proportion of SI choices in both Phase I
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F12 F32 F52 F22 F42 F62
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EE Phase 1l

Fieure 2.8. The graph on the left shows the average proportion of SI choices that subjects made over all six
delay ratio conditions for Phase I and Phase II. The right hand graph shows the sensitivity ratio for each
subject. The dark bars are data from Phase I and the light bars are data from Phase II.
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(r,: -0.66) and Phase II (r: -0.58), which indicates that behaviour became more

impulsive as the sensitivity ratio decreased.

The Conte.rtuol Choice Model

An altemative model of choice behaviour that typically accounts for more of the data

variance in concurrent chain paradigms than Equation 10 is the CCM (Grace, 1994).

The CCM (Equation I l) takes the temporal context of the prograrnmed schedules into

account. Another important feature of CCM is that it addresses the potential

confound of changes in sensitivity to amount as delay to reinforcer delivery increases.

+=,[*)-[t+)- (+-)"1e) (l l)

For instance, White and Pipe (1987) found that sensitivity to reinforcer amount

increased when the absolute delay to terminal link reinforcer delivery increased. This

is a problem for the generalised concatenated matching law, as it requires sensitivity

to the terminal link ratios to remain constant. tn that study, increasing delay to

reinforcer delivery also increased the duration of the terminal link. In such a case,

CCM predicts that increasing terminal link duration (T) increases sensitivity to

amount by increasing the sensitivity exponent (aA(T/TD). CCM states that sensitivity

to terrninal link variables increases as the duration of the terminal link increases (if the

initial link durations are unchanged between conditions) because increases in tenninal

link duration increases the value of the ratio (Tt/Ti) (Grace, 1999).

For the current study, trial duration varied as the delay ratio varied, thus the inlluence

that the tenninal link contingencies had on initial link responding should have

increased as the tenninal link duration increased relative to the initial link duration.

Therefore, for the current study, the values of the sensitivity parameters derived using
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the GCML may have been confounded by the effect of context. The CCM model was

therefore fit to the data from Phase I and Phase II. CCM predicted that preference for

the less delayed terminal reinforcer would increase as the duration of the terminal link

increased in relation to the duration of the initial link. As the delay ratio became more

extreme, the contextual exponent (T/Ti) increased and it was predicted that

behavioural distribution in the initial links would become more impulsive (i.e. the SI

would be chosen more frequently). The terminal link entry ratio (RriRra) was not

experimentally controlled so the obtained entry ratio was used and sensitivity to the

entry ratio (ap) was set equal to I (Grace, 1999). CCM accounted for more variance

in the data than did GCML. The average variance accounted by CCM for Phase I was

94.9% (range 75.2% to 100.0%) and96.70/o (range (91.6%to 99.8%) for Phase II.

Although these fits were an improvement to the fits obtained using the generalised

concatenated matching equation a caveat to this approach is that (as noted by Grace,

1999) the use of the obtained entry ratio effectively places an dependent variable on

both sides of the CCM equation. A reasonable fit of the equation to the data was

therefore expected because the terminal link entry ratio was controlled by the initial

link response ratio. The analysis was conducted, however, to determine if accounting

for the influence of changing terminal link duration between conditions would result

in more orderly effects on the sensitivity parameters. The derived parameter values

and the sensitivity ratios are shown in Table 2.2. Reinforcer quality was ethanol

sucrose for the first three subjects 7FI2,F32, F52) and plain sucrose for the final three

subjects (F22,F42,F62). The seventh and final columns show the average proportion

of impulsive choices (Prop SI) each subject made averaged over the six delay ratio

conditions used in each phase. There were no systematic changes to the sensitivity

parameter values when reinforcer quality was manipulated in Phase II (Figure 2.9).
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fit
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When the parameter values derived from the CCM were compared to those derived

using the GCML it was clear that the values are much smaller for CCM. This overall

decrease in the sensitivity parameter values probably resulted from using the obtained

terminal link entry rate to fit the model.
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Figure 2.9. The derived values for sensitivity to the reinforcer amount ratio (af and for sensitivity to the
reinforcer delay ratio (ap). Values were derived using Equation I l. Phase I data are depicted by the dark
bars and Phase II data are depicted by the lighter bars.

The left side graph in Figure 2.10 shows the proportion of S[ responses made by each

subject during Phase I and Phase II. The graph on the right shows the sensitivity

ratios (ailail for each subject. Similar to the generalised concatenated matching

analysis, increases in the average proportion of SI responses made in Phase II versus

Phase I should be reflected in a decrease in the sensitivity ratio. Likewise, decreases

in the proportion of SI responses in the second phase should result in an increase in

the sensitivity ratio. This relationship was accurate for five of the six subjects, the

subject that did not meet this prediction was F62 who decreased SI responding in
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1.0

Phase II but had a smaller sensitivity ratio in Phase II (anlap: 1.51) as compared to

Phase I(a6lap: 1.84). Once again, a negative correlation was found between the

derived sensitivity ratios and proportions of SI choices made by each subject. For

Phase I r: -0.75 and for Phase II r5 : - 0.35.
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Fieure 2.10. The average proportion ofSI responses made by each subject for Phase I and Phase Il is
shown in the left hand graph and the sensitivity ratios are shown in the right hand graph. Decreases in the
proportion of SI responses were predicted to correspond to increases in the sensitivity ratio. Likewise,
increases in tlre proportion SI responses were predicted to correspond to decreases in the sensitivity ratio.
The dark bars are data from Phase I and the light bars are data from Phase Il.

When the parameter values derived using the CCM were compared to those derived

from the GCML it was apparent that there was more individual variation in the

parameter values from the former equation. Since the impact of the experimental

contingencies is more consistEnt when the GCML, rather than CCM, is fit to the data;

and because of the issue of having a dependent variable on both sides of the CCM

equation, it is more parsimonious to use GCML to describe the data sftained in this

experiment.
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The results from this experiment are well described by the GCML and the derived

changes in the sensitivity parameters are theoretically sound. The impact of changing

reinforcer quality in this study was that the reinforcer contingencies were more salient

when the alternatives delivered different, rather than identical, quality reinforcers.

That is, changes in the delay ratio were more salient when the two altematives

delivered qualitatively different reinforcers. Thus, this traditional self-control

paradigm was able to model choice between qualitatively different reinforcers.

Similar to studies that hold quality constant but vary delay to reinforcer delivery, the

current study found that behaviour became more impulsive as the delay ratio became

more extreme.

One of the advantages of Experiment 1 was that it used different quality reinforcers,

which meant that the experimental manipulation was a more realistic analogue of

human behaviour. However, there is an aspect to self-control behaviour in the "real

world" that is not taken into account using this traditional self-control paradigm.

Outside the laboratory setting, additional primary reinforcers are often obtained

immediately following a choice (i.e. at a point analogous to the end of the initial link

of concurrent chains paradigms) as well as after a delay. For example, a person trying

to reduce their weight by dieting must sometimes chose between competing

immediate reinforcers such as a piece of fruit and a piece of cake. Each of those

immediate reinforcers is associated with a different delayed reinforcer; the fruit is

associated with weight loss and the cake is associated with weight gain. That is, there

are two differences between behaviour in non-experimental choice situations and

experimental analogues of self-control: (i) there is often an immediate reinforcer

associated with the self-controlled as well as the impulsive alternative; and (ii) the two
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immediate reinforcers differ qualitatively. The novel self-control paradigm used in

Experiment 2 examined the impact that the addition of qualitatively different

immediate reinforcers had on choice behaviour.
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EXPERIMENT 2

Alternative Self-Control P aradi gms

Although many studies examining self-control use concurrent-chains procedures that

are similar to the one used in Experiment l, other paradigms have been used. The

most frequently used paradigms incorporate variations of the SI versus LD procedure.

These variations include titration procedures and fading procedures. In delay titration

procedures one alternative remains available after a constant delay while the delay for

the competing alternative is systematically adjusted to find the point at which subjects

are indifferent and chose each alternative equally often (e.g., Mazur, 1988). The

resulting indifference points are used to calculate the rate of hyperbolic decay of

reinforcer value, which allows the phenomenon of amount-dependent temporal

discounting to be studied. A variation of the titration procedure is also used where the

amount of one reinforcer alternative is held constant while the amount of the

altemative reinforcer is adjusted, again the purpose is to identiff the indifference

points and use those points to calculate rate of reinforcer value discounting (e.g.,

Mitchell & Rosenthal, 2003). Fading procedures also look at responding for

competing SI and LD reinforcer alternatives. Conditions begin with equal delays to

both alternatives, which results in preference for the alternative that delivers the larger

amount of reinforcer. The delay to the smaller reinforcer is then gradually decreased

while the delay to the larger reinforcer is held constant (or conversely the delay to the

smaller reinforcer is held constant as delay to the larger reinforcer is increased). This

fading of the delay results in a tendency to maintain preference for the LD over a

gleater range of delays than would be predicted without using the procedure (e.g.,

Logue et al., 1984). Fading paradigms show that experience choosing large delayed

reinforcers can increase self-control. Although the paradigms discussed contribute to
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the understanding of the mechanisms underlying choice behaviow, there is an aspect

of self-control that thev do not address.

Traditional SI - LD self-control paradigms do not address situations in which an

individual has the opporn:nity to choose between competing immediately available

reinforcers each having different long term consequences. Rachlin (1995) refers to

choices between immediately available reinforcers as choices between local acts and

the long-term effects of those choices as global patterns. According to Rachlin

(1995), behaving with self-control depends on an organism repeating local acts that

forfeit immediate gain in order to maintain desirable global pattems. Of particular

importance for this thesis are self-control paradigms that consider the impact that

contingent global (delayed) reinforcers have on preference for competing local

(immediate) reinforcers. There are some studies in the human literature that address

the competing local acts and global patterns posited by Rachlin (1995). As an

example, Warry et al. (1999) examined human response distribution between

concurrently available local reinforcers (short term outcome) each having a different

effect on the global reinforcement rate (long term outcome). The local choice was

between two different point values: The value of Option A was always less than the

value of Option B. However, choosing Option B reduced the total amount of points

that could be earned during the session; while choosing Option A increased the global

reinforcement rate. Subjects tended to choose Option B even when inforrration was

provided to make the long-term consequences of each local choice more salient.

However, there was evidence that as the subjects gained experience with the

reinforcement contingencies they chose Option A more frequently. That is, local

choice behaviour was affected by experience with global reinforcer contingencies.
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The Warry et al. (1999) study indicates that people's choices are not only controlled

by isolated SI and LD reinforcers but also by global contingencies associated with

local choices. lmmediately available reinforcers may differ in terms of such things as

magnitude or quality and (when considering self-control situations) one of the

immediate altematives is more valuable than the other altemative. Furthermore,

delayed reinforcers, which are each exclusively linked to one of the immediate

reinforcers, f,By also differ in such elements as immediacy, magnitude, and quality.

For instance, a recovering alcoholic will frequently need to choose between

consuming ethanol-containing and ethanol-free beverages. In relation to short-term

outcomes, selecting an ethanol-free drink (such as soda) will be less valuable than an

ethanol-containing one (such as scotch). However, soda and scotch are associated

with diflerent long-term (delayed) consequences. Drinking soda adds to the

recovering alcoholic's newly established pattem of sobriety, whereas choosing scotch

returns them to the old behaviour pattern of alcoholism (Rachlin, 1995,2000).

Assuming sobriety is more valuable to the individual than continued alcoholism, and

that sobriety depends on the selection of ethanol-free beverages, the terms

impulsiveness and self-control are redefined for such situations. Impulsiveness, in

this context, is forfeiting the more valued delayed reinforcer (sobriety) by choosing

the more valuable immediate reinforcer (scotch). Self-control, again in this context, is

forfeiting the more valued immediate reinforcer (scotch) to gain access to the more

valued delayed reinforcer (sobriety). Another way to terrr this is that impulsivity is

choosing to have more value now (MN) and self-control is choosing to have more

value later (ML). A More Now - More Later (MN - ML) paradigm was developed to

study such situations for this thesis. The advantage of the MN - ML paradigm is that
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it enables investigation of self-control situations that are not modelled by existing

paradigms.

The principal differences between the current MN - ML paradigm and previous self-

control analogues that use concurrent chain schedules were that primary

reinforcement was delivered in both the initial link and terminal link, and that

different quality reinforcers were associated with the impulsive and self-controlled

alternatives. The impact of initial link reinforcers on response allocation has been

investigated when reinforcer quality is equal. Davison and Smith (1986) used

concurrent schedules to investigate the impact that initial reinforcers had on response

distribution between the alternatives when each option had a different terminal

reinforcer rate. They found that adding initial link reinforcers made subjects

insensitive to the terminal reinforcement contingencies. The procedure used by

Davison and Smith differed from the procedures typically used to study self-control

behaviour. Most self-control paradigms are zuranged so that there is a fixed delay to

terminal link reinforcement and the procedure Davison and Smith used delivered

reinforcers in the tenninal link according to a VI schedule. Thus, reinforcers in the

terminal link were delivered after variable delays. There is evidence that variable

delays to terminal link reinforcement effects initial link response distribution

differently than fixed delays. For instance, (Grace, 1995) found that having variable

delays to tenninal reinforcement made sensitivity to reinforcer magnitude greater than

sensitivity to reinforcer delay which is the opposite to findings from studies that use

fixed delays to terminal link reinforcers (e.g., Chelonis & Logue, 1997).

Additionally, terminal link reinforcers were available for only 30 seconds and some of

the VI schedules exceeded that delay (e.g. in one condition terminal reinforcers were
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delivered on VI 17-s versus VI 120-s schedules) therefore some terminal link entries

would not have provided additional reinforcers (e.g., Moore, 1982). ln contrast, in

typical self-control paradigms primary reinforcement is delivered for each tenninal

link entry. The MN - ML paradigm adds initial link reinforcers while keeping other

aspects of the concurrent schedules similar to those used in traditional SI - LD self-

control analogues making it easier to compare the results with those from existing

self-control research.

ln the current study, the initial link reinforcers were of the same amount but difFered

qualitatively. Quality was manipulated by adding ethanol to diluted sweetened

condensed milk. MN initial reinforcers contained ethanol and ML initial reinforcers

were ethanol-free. Ethanol was used to define the MN initial reinforcer as it was

assumed that the ethanol-containing reinforcers were more valuable than equal

magnitudes of ethanol-free reinforcers (hence the subjects would be impulsive when

they chose to have more value now, MN). The terminal reinforcers differed only in

amount the MN alternative delivered 1 dip of terminal reinforcement while the ML

altemative delivered 3 dips of reinforcement. That is, subjects were self-controlled

when they responded to receive more value later (ML) and would receive a greater

total volume of reinforcer for that trial than they would have received had they chosen

the MN alternative. Experiment 2 had three phases. Phase I examined whether

prolonged experience consuming ethanol in one setting influenced responding for

ethanol in a second setting. For Phase I, half of the subjects were pre-exposed to

ethanol in their home cages prior to testing in the operant chambers. Responding to
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the MN - ML self-control paradigm was tested in Phase II rand 
Phase III. For Phase

II, MN was defined as the impulsive choice and responding to receive MN delivered

one dip of ethanol milk in the initial link (the initial reinforcer) and one dip of plain

milk in the terminal link (the terminal reinforcer). Responding to receive the self-

controlled (ML) alternative was reinforced with one dip of plain milk in the initial

link followed by three dips of plain milk in the terminal link. The delays to the two

terminal reinforcement alternatives were identical within conditions but varied across

conditions. The initial link contingencies and the terminal reinforcer amounts

remained the same for Phase III but all choices were reinforced with ethanol milk in

the terminal link. The terrninal reinforcer quality was changed in Phase III so that the

impact of reinforcer quality on initial link responding could be examined.

For all conditions, the ratio of the delays to the tenninal reinforcers was I :1 but the

absolute duration of the delays varied. It can be assumed that if the subjects were

given the choice of receiving either one dip of milk or three dips of milk immediately

they would choose the alternative that delivered the larger amount of reinforcement

(Anderson & Woolverton, 2003; Rachlin & Green, 1972). Snyderman (1983)

investigated the effect of absolute delay on preference in concurrent chains. He found

that when the delay ratio was held constant at l:1 but the absolute delay durations

were increased preference for the larger reinforcer amount increased. Ito and Asaki

(1982) also found that subjects tended to increase preference for the larger reinforcer

amount when the delay ratio was l:1 and the absolute duration of the delays

increased. These findings are consistent with human data indicating that the rate of

t Phase II of this study was published in the Journal of Experimental Psychology: Animal Behavior
Process, vol. 1,2004.
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temporal discounting depends on the amount of the reinforc.er with larger reinforcers

discounting at a slower rate.

Although amount dependent discounting is frequently found in the human literature

(Johnson & Bickel, 2002; Myerson & Greeno 1995) little support has been fourrd for

the existence of amount dependent discounting in rats (e.g., Green et a1.,2004:

Mitchell & Rosenthal,2003). A study into magnitude effects on discounting using

pigeons and rats was conducted by Green et al. (2004), they concluded there was no

systematic evidence of amount dependent discounting. However, the fitted functions

to the data of two of the four rats in that study show a monotonic increase in the

discount rate as the amount of reinforcement increased. The results of studies in

which equal delays to terminal reinforcer delivery lead to an increase in preference for

the larger reinforcer, combined with the results of Green et al., suggest that amount

dependent discounting may exist in rats.

If there is amount dependent discounting of the terminal link reinforcers, the effect of

increasing delays to the terminal link reinforcers on preference will depend on

whether behaviour is sensitive to the initial and/or terminal link reinforcement

contingencies. If only the delayed terminal reinforcers control initial link behaviour

we would expect to see preference shift in the direction of the alternative that delivers

the larger terminal reinforcers. If subjects' initial link responding is only influenced

by the local reinforcer contingencies behaviour should not change as the delay to the

terminal reinforcers is increased. Finally, if initial link responding is controlled by

both the initial link and terminal link reinforcers then as the terminal link delays are

increased control by the terminal link reinforcer should decrease and control by the
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initial link reinforcer increase. In this case, then behaviour should shift in the

direction of the preferred initial link reinforcer as delay to the terminal link increases.

Method

Subjects

Sixteen male Norway-hooded rats maintained at 85% of their individual free feeding

weights served as subjects. Subjects were fed once daily to maintain target weights.

Housing conditions were the same as for Experiment l. Subjects were assigned to

one of two $oups. The subjects in the pre-exposed group (n:8) were given access to

ethanol in their home cages and the rats in the non-exposed group (n:8) drank only

water. One pre-exposed subject developed an innsl ear infection and was replaced

with a naive rat that completed the graduated acclimatisation procedure (explained

below).

Appguatus

Two standard operant chambers were used in this experiment. Each chamber was

equipped with three levers. There was one fixed lever centred on the back wall of the

chamber and two retractable levers on the front wall. The retractable levers were 18

cm from the chamber floor and 16.5 cm apart. A red light was positioned 3.5 cm

above each of the front levers. The fixed lever was centred on the rear wall 6.5cm

above the chamber floor and a red light was positioned 5.0 cm above this lever. A

liquid dipper was located 12 cm below each of the front levers. The dipper located

below the lever associated with the ML contingency delivered plain milk; the dipper

below the lever associated with the MN contingency delivered ethanol milk.
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Procedure

Phase I- Pre-exposure to Ethonol

The pre-exposure phase of this experiment was designed to investigate if experience

consuming ethanol in a free access situation would affect operant responding for

ethanol-containing and ethanol-free reinforcers that were available on competing

schedules. A graduated acclimatisation procedure (Schenk, Gorman, & Amit, 1990)

established ethanol as a reinforcer. The target ethanol concentration was 10% and the

vehicle used for pre-exposure was tap water. Pre-exposure occuned 7 days per week

for 4 weeks.

Pre-exposure occurred in subjects' home cages. Two 100 ml plastic sipper bottles

were hung on the wire mesh approximately 5 cm from the front of each cage (one

bottle was on the left and one on the righQ. Both bottles were always filled with

water for the non-exposed subjects. Fresh water was supplied daily and the positions

of the bottles alternated each day. Pre-exposed rats' bottles were either both filled

with water or one bottle held water and the other a solution of ethanol in water

(ethanol water). Ethanol water was available for the pre-exposed subjects on

alternating days (that is, on Day I one bottle contained ethanol water and the other did

not, on Day 2 both bottles contained water and so on). The position of the bottle

containing ethanol alternated on ethanol days so that half of the time ethanol water

was in the left-side bottle and half of the time ethanol water was in the right-side

bottle. Volume consumed from each bottle was recorded everv 24 hours.

Pre-exposed subjects were initially given a solution of 2%o ethanol water. The ethanol

concentration was then increased by lo/o each ethanol day if a subject consumed at

least 5 ml of ethanol water within a 24-hour period. However, if a subject had
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consumed less than 5 ml of ethanol water after 24 hours of access the concentration of

the ethanol water was decreased by l%o on the next ethanol day. When that subject

consumed at least 5 ml of the lower concentration the sequence of increasing

concentrations resumed on the following ethanol day. The entire sequence of 2To to

l0% could be completed in l7 days.

Once a subject was consuming at least 5 ml of l0% ethanol water in a24 hr period the

acclimatisation period ended and ethanol was available in the home cage daily for one

hour. At that time, the solution vehicle was changed to the reinforcer to be used

during the operant paradigm (that is, the vehicle was switched to diluted sweetened

condensed milk) and subjects were given free access to that reinforcer in their home

cages. The pre-exposed subjects received one hour offree access to l0% ethanol in

diluted sweetened condensed milk (ethanol milk) and non-exposed subjects were

given one hour of free access to plain diluted sweetened condensed milk (plain milk).

Pre-Training

Pre-training began on Day 31. Subjects were trained to press the two front levers

using a standard autoshaping procedure. Pre-exposed rats were reinforced with

ethanol milk and non-exposed rats were reinforced with plain milk. The maximum

possible volume of reinforcer obtained in each session was 4.8 ml (96 x 0.05 ml dips).

Training sessions lasted a maximum of 45 minutes. After each session, subjects were

returned to their home cages where they were given 45 minutes of free access to the

appropriate reinforcer (ethanol milk for pre-exposed subjects and plain milk for non-

exposed rats). This post-session access to the reinforcer was intended to ensure the

pre-exposed subjects continued to maintain their daily g&g ethanol intake.
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After subjects were consistently responding on the left and right levers post-session

free access was discontinued and the response requirements were changed to

concurrent variable interval (VI) schedules. Over several days, the schedules were

increased from concurrent VI l5s VI 15 s to concurent VI30 s VI30 s and finally

concurrent VI 60 s VI 60 s. The subjects were finally taught to respond on the back

lever using a chaining procedure in which a back lever response was reinforced by

access to the front levers. Responding on the front levers was followed by delivery of

the primary reinforcer appropriate for each subject. Experimental sessions began

when all of the pre-exposed and non-exposed subjects responded reliably on all three

levers.

Phase II Plain Milk as Terminal Reinforcer

Reinforcement contineencies

Reinforcement contingencies @igure 3.1) were scheduled so that subjects could

receive either a) a small amount of reinforcer immediately and a second small amount

after a delay (More Now, MN); or b) a small amount of reinforcer immediately and a

larger amount of reinforcer after a delay (More Later, ML). The immediate

reinforcers were equal in magnitude but qualitatively different. The MN immediate

reinforcer was ethanol milk and the ML immediate reinforcer was plain milk. The

delayed reinforcers were of unequal magnitude (one dip versus three dips of

reinforcer) and equal quality (plain milk). The delays to the terminal link were

constant within a condition. The delays used were 0 s and 6 s. The first condition

completed was the 6-s delay condition and the MN reinforcer was associated with the

left lever; this condition took an average of 23 sessions to complete. Next, the

positions of the MN and ML contingencies were reversed and the 6-s delay condition
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was repeated with the MN reinforcer on the right, which took an average of 22

sessions to complete. Then the 0-s delay conditions were completed, initially the MN

contingency was located on the right and then it was located on the left. Both of these

two conditions took an average of 1l sessions to complete. Each condition was run

until the stability criteria had been met. The criteria were that the five session moving

average proportion of MN choices made for the most recent five sessions had to be

with 0.05 of the moving average for the previous five sessions; and that a minimum of

10 sessions had been completed.

More-Now or More Later Procedure

Forced Choice Trials

All sessions began with all lights offand the levers retracted. Ten forced choice trials

were completed at the beginning of each session. Five of the forced choice trials were

for the MN contingency and five were for the ML contingency. Turning on the back

light signalled the beginning of each trial. A response on the back lever (FR 1) started

a forced choice trial and illuminated either the left or the right light and inserted the

associated lever into the chamber. A single response on the front lever resulted in the

lever being retracted and was immediately reinforced with one dip of the appropriate

reinforcer from the dipper located directly below the lever (i.e. one dip of ethanol

milk for MN forced choices or one dip of plain milk for ML forced choices). After

the initial link reinforcer was delivered the delav to the tenninal link commenced.

The light associated with the initial link choice remained on during the delay. After

the delay elapsed, the front light was tumed off and terminal link availability was

signalled by illuminating the back light. A response on the back lever extinguished

the light and led to delivery of the terminal reinforcer. The terminal reinforcer was
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one dip of plain milk for each MN initial link choice and three dips of plain milk for

each ML initial link response. A 10-s inter-trial interval (ITI) followed delivery of the

ML tenninal reinforcer. To keep trial lengths equal, the MN terminal reinforcement

was followed by a 5 s blackout and then a l0 s ITI. The forced choice trials were

included to ensure that subjects experienced both of the reinforcement alternatives.

Free Choice Trials

Free choice trials were identical to the forced choice trials except that both of the

reinforcement contingencies were available during the initial link of each trial (Figure

3.1). After the subject responded on the back lever (to start a trial), the two front

levers were inserted into the chamber and the two front lights were illuminated. A

single response to either the left or the right lever was followed by delivery of the

initial link reinforcer, next the delay, and then frnally delivery of the terminal link

reinforcer. Sessions lasted until subjects had completed 80 trials or until45 minutes

had elapsed, whichever occurred first.

Phase III - Ethanol Milk as Terminal Reinforcer

The procedure used for Phase II of Experiment 2 was the same as the procedure used

in Phase I with a single exception. Initial link reinforcement was still plain milk for

ML choices and ethanol milk for MN choices: however. both MN and ML choices

were reinforced with ethanol milk in the terminal link instead of with plain milk. The

no delay conditions were completed first. Initially, the MN contingency was

associated with the right lever (average 15 sessions to complete). Then the

contingencies reversed and that condition took an average of l9 sessions to complete.

Finally, the two delay conditions were completed. First, the MN contingency was

associated with the left lever which took 19 sessions to complete; then it was linked to
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the right lever which tookZ2 sessions to complete. The stability criteria were the

same as those used for Phase tr.

Results

Pre-exposure

Four subjects completed the acclimatisation sequence in 17 days. The remaining four

subjects took21,23,25, and 29 days to reach the criterion of consuming at least 5.0 ml

of ethanol water in a 24-hour access period. By the final day of home cage exposure

to ethanol, the pre-exposed rats consumed an average of 0.96 g/kg of ethanol in a 24-

hour period (range 0.63 g/kg to l.l0 glkg). All eight rats that were pre-exposed to

ethanol consumed more ethanol water than plain water during the final 24-hour

exposure (Table 3.1). This indicated that subjects preferred the ethanol water solution

to the plain water solution when it was freely available in their home cages.

Table 3.1

Ethanol water and plain water consumption by the pre-exposed rats for the final 24-hr

free access period

Sub Eth water (ml) Water (ml) Prop Eth Eth (ml) g/kg ethanol
3l
32
33
34
4l
42
43
44

36
34
38
38
40
20
36
34

6
l8
9

8

2
18

2
8

0.86
0.65
0.81
0.83
0.95
0.53
0.95
0.81

3.6
3.4
3.8
3.8
4.0
1.8

3.6
3.4

l'l0
0.92
0.93
1.00
1.09
0.63
1.05
0.81

More Now - More Later Paradiem

Ethanol Consumption

Three of the non-exposed rats had to be euthanised for reasons unrelated to the

experiment, and did not complete the study. All data from those subjects are excluded

from the analysis. The data used for analysis for Experiment 2 were the mean number
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of times the impulsive (MN) contingency was selected and of the mean number of

times the self-controlled (ML) contingency was selected over last five sessions of

each condition. The 85% target body weights for each subject were used to calculate

average g/kg/lu intake of ethanol (Table 3.2). The first eight subjects in the table are

the subjects that were pre-exposed to ethanol and the remaining five subject were not

pre-exposed.

Table 3.2

Ethanol consumption (average g/kg/hr) for the individual subjects

Tenninal Reinforcer Plain Milk Terminal Reinforcer Ethanol Milk
Sub-iect 0-s Delay 6-s Delay 0-s Delay 6-s Delay

3l
32
33
34
4T

42
43
44

Mean
Std Dev

35
36
45
47
48

Mean
Std Dev

t.02
0.74
0.75
1.08

0.81
1.35

0.57
0.51
0.85
0.28

0.10
0.56
0.97
0.76
1.05

0.69
0.38

1.20
0.79
0.74
l.l6
0.88
1.56
t.t4
1.31

1.10
0.28

0.27
1.06
l.l1
t.2l
1.19
0.97
0.39

3.94
3.56
3.15
3.20
2.02
4.81

4.42
3.94
3.63
0.86

4.48
4.r4
3.18
4.08
3.s0
3.88
0.52

3.94
3.57
3.02
3.76
2.43
4.05
4.48
4.3t
3.70
0.68

4.64
3.75
3.17
3.48
3.s7
3.72
0.55

Terminal Reinforcer Quality

The pre-exposed subjects consumed more ethanol (g/kg/hr), on average, than the non-

exposed rats for both of the delay conditions when the tenninal reinforcer was plain

milk. The pre-exposed rats consumed an average of 0.85 g/kglfu during the 0-s delay

condition and 1-lO gkglfu of ethanol during the 6-s delay condition. The non-

exposed rats consumed an average of 0.69 and0.97 g&.g/It for the 0-s and 6-s delay

conditions respectively. When the terminal reinforcer was ethanol milk the pre-
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exposed subjects consumed slightly less ethanol (3.63 glkgftr versus 3.88 g/kg/h)

than the non-exposed subjects did during the 0-s delay condition when the terminal

reinforcer was ethanol. The pre-exposed subjects consumed an alnost identical

amount of ethanol (3.70 g/kg/h) when compared to the non-exposed subjects (3.72

glkyhr) during the 6-s delay condition. A three way mixed ANOVA was conducted

to further investigate if there was any effect of group on ethanol consumption. The

between group measure was home cage exposure to ethanol (pre-exposed or non-

exposed). The within group conditions were delay to terminal reinforcement delivery

(0-s or 6-s); and, terminal reinforcer quality (plain milk or ethanol milk). No

significant three-way interaction was found (F(1,1l): 0.88, NS) and there was no

significant effect of delay (F(1,11):3.01,NS). There was a statistically significant

effect of terminal reinforcer quality (F(1,11):174.98,p<0.01). The data from the

delay conditions were combined for each reinforcer quality enabling a two way

ANOVA to be conducted. The between subject factors were again pre-exposed or

non-exposed; and the within subject factor was terminal reinforcer quality (plain milk

or ethanol milk). There was a significant effect of quality (F(1,24):332.12,p<0.001)

but no interaction between quality and group (F(1.24):0.84,NS). As no statistically

significant between group diflerences in ethanol consumption were found the group

data were combined into a single group for the remainder of the analyses.

Preference

When the data from Phase II and Phase III were plotted as a function of location (left

versus right lever) of the MN contingency, it was apparent that all of the subjects had

developed side biases (Figure 3.2). Using terminal reinforcer quality (plain sucrose,
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ethanol sucrose) and location of the MN contingency (Ieft, right) a repeated measures

ANOVA found a significant effect of both quality (F(1,12):98.23, p<0.001) and

location (F(1,12):22.41,p<0.001) on responding. The bias found using the current

MN - ML paradigm is not without precedent. For example, in a concurrent chains

paradigm, Rachlin and Green (1972) used forced choice trials in addition to free

choice trials to reduce side bias. Two different approaches were used to reduce the

effect of bias for data analvsis.

Proportion MN Choices

The first approach to minimise the influence of side bias combined the average

proportion of MN choices when the MN contingency was associated with the left and

right levers for each delay condition (see Figure 3.3). When the terminal reinforcer

was plain milk (Phase II) and the delay to the terminal reinforcers decreased from 6-s

to 0-s, the proportion of MN choices decreased for eleven of the thirteen subjects.

The remaining two subjects became slightly more impulsive (increased proportion of

MN choices).

Changing the terminal reinforcer from plain milk to ethanol milk in Phase III resulted

in a change in preference for all thirteen rats (Figure 3.3). All of the subjects

increased their responding on the self-controlled alternative and chose the MN

altemative less frequently at the 0-s delay when the terminal reinforcer quality was

changed. Increasing the delay to 6 s while keeping the terrrinal reinforcer quality the

same (i.e. ethanol milk), did not have a systematic effect on choice behaviour. Nine

of the subjects became more impulsive as the delay to ethanol milk terminal
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reinforcers increased. Two subjects were less impulsive and the remaining two

subjects did not change their preference when the delay changed. A within subjects

repeated measures ANOVA was conducted with reinforcer quality (plain milk versus

ethanol milk) and delay to terminal reinforcer delivery (0-s versus 6-s) as factors.

There was a significant effect of reinforcer quality (F(1,12):74.08, p<0.01) and delay

(F(1,12):19.04, p<0.01) but no statistically significant interaction between quality

and delay (F(1,12):0.89, p>0.05).

Logp and Log Dias

Although the proportions measure revealed some patterns in the data, there are some

limitations to this measure. A potentially better measure that has parallels to log d in

the signal detection literature is logp (Equation 12) which has a related measure of

bias. The data from this experiment was therefore re-analysed using log preference

(logp). Logp represents the geometric mean of MN versus ML responses

independent of which side each contingency is on. Logp partials out side bias in a

manner similar to the log d equation used by @avison & Tustin,1978; White &

Alsop, 1993).

,ogp=,' '",1(#*)w) (12)

For the logp equation, MN1 and MNn are the choices of the More Now contingency

when the impulsive contingency is associated with the left and right levers

respectively. Likewise, MLs and MLr are the choices of the More Later contingency

when the self-control contingency was located on the right and the left. A logp
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greater than 0 indicates that the subject prefers the impulsive (MN) contingency; less

than 0 shows preference for the self-controlled (ML) contingency, and equal to 0

shows the subject was indifferent to the choice contingencies. That is, as logp

increases preference for the impulsive alternative increases.

The results of the log p analysis are shown in Figure 3.4. When the terminal

reinforcer was plain milk and the delay to terminal link reinforcement increased

preference for the MN alternative increased. Therefore, subjects were more impulsive

at the 6-s delay than they were at the 0-s delay. In Phase III, the terminal reinforcer

was changed to ethanol milk and increasing the delay to the terminal reinforcer from 0

s to 6 s did not have a consistent effect on preference in the initial link. Statistical

analysis yielded results similar to those from the proportion of MN choices measure.

An equation similar to logp can be used to determine the extent and direction of bias

(Equation l3). For log bias, a value greater than 0 is a bias for the left alternative

regardless of location of the choice contingencies. Log Dias less than 0 indicates a

bias to the right altemative, and if log bias equals 0 there is no side bias.

logbias = 0.5.log (w\(w\l
IML^ )\w*))

(13)

All subjects that completed this study were biased, and bias changed as delay and

quality changed (Figwe 3.5). The parameters for log bias are as follows: MN; and

MNi are choices of the impulsive altemative when it is located on the left and the

right; and MLr- and MLn are choices made on the self-controlled option when it is on
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the left and the right of the operant chamber. All subjects were found to have bias,

and bias varied unsystematically when delay and quality were manipulated.

Discussion

The main finding for Experiment 2 was that both the initial and the terminal

reinforcers influenced initial link behaviour distribution. Furtherrnore, the quality of

the terminal link reinforcers influenced response distribution in the initial link.

Contrary to the frndings of Davison and Smith (1986), the addition of initial

reinforcers did not eliminate sensitivity to the terminal link contingencies. As the

absolute delay to the terminal reinforcers increased, and relative delay remained

constant, preference for the MN reinforcer altemative increased. This occurred more

systematically during Phase II when plain milk was the terminal reinforcer than

during Phase III when subjects were reinforced with ethanol milk in the terminal

links. This frnding of an increase in preference for the impulsive alternative when the

relative delay ratio remained 1:1 and absolute delay increased is not consistent with

previous literature (Ito & Asaki, 1982; Snydennan, 1983). However, it is consistent

with the concept that the value of a reinforcer decreases as delay to delivery of that

reinforcer increases (Grace, 1999; Grace & Nevin, 1999; Mazur,200l). As the delay

to the terminal reinforcers increased in Phase II the value of those reinforcers

decreased and the influence that the terminal link contingencies had on initial link

behaviour decreased. Thus, the decreasing influence of the terminal link reinforcers

meant that subjects were more likely to choose the MN initial link alternative, which

delivered reinforcers of the preferred quality (ethanol milk).

The influence of terminal reinforcer quality on initial link behaviour was

demonstrated in Phase III of the study when terminal reinforcer quality was changed
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from plain milk to ethanol milk. All thirteen subjects became significantly more self-

controlled in Phase III and, with one exception, all preference measures calculated for

that phase indicated that subjects were more self-controlled than they were in the

previous phase. If subjects had disregarded reinforcer qualityo behaviour would not

have changed when the terminal reinforcer quality was changed.

The increase in self-control seen in all subjects when ethanol milk was substituted for

plain milk clearly demonstrates that reinforcer quality is a factor that needs to be

accounted for in models of self-control behaviour. Changing reinforcer quality could

influence response distribution by changing sensitivity to delay or magnitude, or the

effect could be multiplicative (as in the generalised concatenated matching law). The

failure to find a statistically significant interaction between quality and delay in the

current study suggests that quality manipulations did not change sensitivity to delay.

The frnding that there was not a statistically significant interaction between quality

and delay was similar to the findings of Anderson and Woolverton (2003) who found

no interaction between reinforcer concentration and delay to reinforcer delivery. In

that study, drug dose was analogous to an amount manipulation and, when delay to

reinforcer delivery was equal, subjects chose the larger dose most frequently. When

an interaction is not found between two variables it indicates that the sensitivity

parameters for one independent variable should not be affected by manipulations of a

second independent variable, thus the current findings suggest that the sensitivity to

delay parameters used in the GCML and CCM should not be affected by the quality

manipulations. Alternatively, the influence of quality on response distribution may be

captured as another independent variable (Q/Qd in an extension of the concatenated

matching based equation (e.g., Hollard & Davison,1971). Another possible
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explanation for the change in behaviour seen in Phase III is that the change occtrred

because adding ethanol to the tenninal reinforcers increased the value of each

terminal link by increasing the amount parameters by either a set value or a

proportional value. That is, reinforcer quality may have a direct effect on reinforcer

amount rather than on sensitivity to amount. Fitting the GCML to the data may have

helped tease out these options but was not possible to collect enough data to do so.

Unforttrnately, it was not possible to complete enough delay conditions to fit either

the GCML or the CCM to the current data. This was because the experiment came to

a premature end due to a supplier eror. The supplier mistakenly delivered methanol

rather than ethanol to the laboratory and, when the error was detected, the subjects

from Experiment 2 were euthanised. Fortunately, the supplier enor did not effect any

of the data that is presented in this experiment. It did however impact on a third delay

condition and no data from those conditions was included in the analysis. Thus.

Experiment 3 was conducted to provide enough data for model fitting. The following

experiment did not use the acclimatisation procedure that pre-exposed subjects to

ethanol in their home cages before the operant experiments. This was because no

statistically significant differences were found in the ethanol intake of the pre-exposed

and the non-exposed groups in Experiment?.
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E)(PERIMENT 3

Modification of the MN -ML Procedure

Experiment 3 was an extension of Experiment 2. The purpose of this experiment was

to complete more delay conditions and examine quantitatively the influence of delay

to terminal reinforcer delivery on preference using a MN - ML paradigm. A

minimum of three delay conditions was required to fit quantitative models to the

results.

The current study used ethanol as the terminal link reinforcer. This reinforcer was

selected as the results of Experiment 2 indicated that, in general, rats responding on

the MN-ML paradigm tended to respond most frequently on the lever associated with

the impulsive contingency. The results of Experiment 2 indicate that increasing the

delay to the terminal reinforcers increases impulsivity; possibly, by decreasing the

influence the terminal link contingencies have on initial link behaviour. If the less

valuable plain milk was used as the terminal reinforcer it is possible that increases in

the delay could result in a ceiling effect beyond which further increases in delay

would not change behaviour. That is, behaviour may become exclusively impulsive

when the delay to the terminal reinforcers is relatively brief. However, the findings in

Experiment 2 also suggested that ethanol delivery in the terminal link may increase

self-control responding in the initial link which would minimise this potential

problem.

For the current study, several procedural changes were made to the MN - ML

procedure used in Experiment 2. Firstly, concurrent fixed interval (FI) schedules
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were used in the initial links instead of concurrent FR I FR 1 schedules. which were

used in Experiment 2. The purpose of the FI schedules was to enable more

behavioural data to be collected, potentially increasing the reliability of the choice

measure, and to ensure that the initial link durations remained equal. Secondly, the

solution vehicle changed from diluted sweetened condensed milk to l|Yo sucrose.

This change was made because much of the existing literature regarding ethanol as a

reinforcer compares responding maintained by a sucrose solution to that maintained

by ethanol sucrose solutions (e.g., Heyman & Oldfather, 1992; Samson, Roehrs, &

Tolliver, 1982).

The final procedural change made for Experiment 3 was that this study used a

modified version of the MN - ML paradigm designed to reduce side bias. Using

forced choice trials is a method commonly used to reduce side bias (Mazur, 1986;

Rachlin & Green, 1972). Forced choice trials ensure that subjects experience both of

the reinforcement contingencies. The difference in the approaches used in the two

cited studies is that one begins experimental sessions with several forced choice trials

(Rachlin & Green, 1972) and the other disperses the forced choice trials throughout a

session (Mazur, 1986). Given that using forced choice trials at the beginning of the

sessions did not eliminate bias in Experiment 2, the approach used in the current study

was similar to Mazur (1986) in that forced choice trials and free choice trials

altemated throughout the session. Sessions were divided into thirteen blocks of four

trials each. Trial blocks began with two forced choice trials and ended with two free

choice trials. It was predicted that this procedural manipulation would increase the

salience of the locations of the MN and the ML contingencies and thereby decrease

side bias.
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The main purpose of Experiment 3 was to collect data from enough delay conditions

to enable quantitative model fitting. The model of interest was the GCML. The

GCML predicts that behaviow will not change if the ratio of the delays to terminal

link delivery are held constant when the absolute duration of the delays is increased.

That is, because the GCML depends on relative rather than absolute delays to terminal

reinforcement the model predicts that behaviour will not change as the delay to

terminal link delivery increases. Although a shift in behaviour occuned when

absolute delay to terminal reinforcer delivery increased in Experiment 2 problems

with the procedure may have contributed to behavioural changes. Most notably, all of

the subjects in Experiment 2 developed strong side biases. Thus, one aim of

Experiment 3 was to modiff the procedure to reduce bias and then determine if the

GCML was able to describe the obtained data.

Method

Subiects

Six male Norway-hooded rats were subjects for Experiment 3. The rats were kept at

85% of their free-feeding body weight. Housing conditions were the same as for

Experiment l.

Apparatus

The apparatus used for Experiment 3 was the same apparatus used in Experiment l.

Each operant chamber had a houselight. There were two retractable levers on the

front wall with a light above and a dipper below each lever. There was also a fixed

lever on the back wall with a red light positioned above it.
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Procedure

Reinfor ce ment C o ntin g e n cies

The paradigm used was a More Now - More Later (MN - ML) procedure similar to

the one used in Phase III of Experiment 2. The main procedural change was that each

session was broken down into blocks of four trials. The first two trials of each block

were forced choice trials. On those trials, the trial initiation response resulted in only

one front lever being inserted into the chamber. There was always one forced MN

trial and one forced ML trial per block of four. The order of forced choice trial

presentation was random. Subjects had to respond to receive one MN forced choice

reinforcer and one ML forced choice reinforcer before they were able to advance to

the free choice trials. The final two trials of each block were free choice trials.

During the free-choice trials, both front levers were inserted into the chamber and

subjects were able to respond on either lever.

Regardless of trial type, each MN response was reinforced with one dip of ethanol

sucrose in the initial link and one dip of ethanol sucrose in the tenninal link. ML

responses were reinforced with a single dip of plain sucrose in the initial link and

three dips of ethanol sucrose in the terminal link. The dipper located below the lever

associated with the MN contingency delivered ethanol sucrose reinforcers and plain

sucrose reinforcers were delivered by the dipper located below the lever associated

with the ML contingency.

Three delays to terminal reinforcer delivery were studied: 5-, 20-, and 40-s. The

order of presentation of the delay conditions was counter balanced (Table 4.1). Delay

conditions were organised so that the MN contingency was initially associated with
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Table 4.1

Order of delay condiJio-ns for eaah subjeo,tin Experiment 3.

Ell 5 s (18)
5 s (14)
20s (1a)
20s (14)
40s (14)
40s (14)

Ezl 20s (18)
20s (16)
a0s (16)
,*0 s (14)
5 s (14)
5 s (15)

E3l a0 s (r8)
40 E (xa)
20 s (14)
20 s (14)
5s ([4)
5 s (14)

E41 40 s (18)
40 s (15)
5 s (14)
5 s (14)
20 s (14)
20s (1s)

Esl 5s (2)
5 s (24)
40 s (14)
40s (14)
20s (14)
20 e (22)

Edl 5 s (18)
5 s (14)
i+0 s (14)
a0 s G6)
20 s (14)

MN
MN
I\{L
ML
MN

ML
hzIN

MN
I{L
.ML
MN

Irlfi.
vo,"i
MN
N4L
ML
l\4N

NIL
MN
MN
tvtL
Mt
I\O{

.N{L
IVIN
MN
Mt
I\dL
MN

ML
MN
NdN
ML
ML

MN
Mt
IvIt
MN
MN
N4L

I\{N
hdl.
ML
MN
h4I\I
lI4L

I\ilI{
il{L
Mt
MN
MN
ML

MN
ML
lvIL
MN
[,0-[
ldt

IVIN
ML
ML
MN
MN
ML

lo{
ML
TdL
MN
h4N

20 s (14) ML MN
Note: Numbers in braskeb indiedc sessions to reach stability.
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the left lever and the ML contingency was associated with the right lever then, once

responding had met the stability criteria, the positions of the MN - ML contingencies

were reversed. Only the free choice trials were used to determine stability. The

stability criteria were that the five session moving average of the proportion of

responses on the MN alternative of the most recent sessions differed by no more than

0.05 from the previous five session average for two consecutive blocks; and that there

was no monotonically increasing or decreasing trend in the session data. Sessions

lasted 110 minutes or until 13 blocks of trials were completed, whichever occurred

first.

MN - ML Procedure

All sessions began with the front levers retracted and all lights off. If the MN

contingency was associated with the left lever the houselight remained off but if the

MN contingency was associated with the right lever the hlusetigtrt was turned on.

Trial start was signalled by illumination of the back light. For forced choice trials, the

trial initiating response turned offthe back light and one of the front levers was

inserted into the chamber and its associated light was turned on. An FI l0-s schedule

began timing from when the front lever was inserted into the chamber. When the

schedule was complete, a further response by the subject retracted the front lever and

the initial reinforcer was delivered. The delay to terminal reinforcer delivery began

counting down as soon as the final initial link response was made. The front light

associated with the active lever remained on during the delay. When the delay had

elapsed, the front lever was again inserted into the chamber. A response (FR l) on the

lever retracted the lever, tumed offthe light, and delivered either one dip of ethanol

sucrose for MN trials or tbree dips of ethanol sucrose for ML trials. Each dip of

reinforcer was available for 4 s. A 60-s ITI (blackout) separated the trials and, if the
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session was a B condition, the houselight was tumed offduring the blackout. If a

subject failed to respond to complete a forced choice trial within 10s of the FI

elapsing the lever was retracted and the front light was extinguished. A blackout

commenced which was equal in duration to the amount of time required to complete a

trial. At the end of the blackout the forced choice trial was repeated. That is, subjects

could not proceed to the free choice trials until one MN and one ML forced choice

trial was completed.

Two free choice trials followed completion of the forced choice trials. Free choice

trials were similar to forced choice trials excepting that the initiating back lever

response was followed by both of the front lights being tumed on and the two front

levers being inserted into the chamber. lndependent FI 10-s FI 10-s schedules began

timing immediately following the back lever response. The subjects were free to

distribute their responses between the two front levers. A l-s changeover delay

(COD) limited switching between the levers. The first response made after the FI had

elapsed was the choice response. The choice response determined both initial link

reinforcer quality and the terminal link contingency. For example, if the MN

alternative was associated with the left lever a choice response on the left lever was an

impulsive choice. A choice of the MN altemative turned offthe right light and

retracted both front levers. The light above the chosen (left) lever remained on and

the initial link reinforcer was delivered. The delay to the terminal reinforcer began

timing from the choice response and the light associated with the initial link choice

remained on during the delay. After the delay had elapsed, the light above the front

lever went offand the light above the back lever was turned on. A response (FR l) on

the back lever extinguished the back light and was immediately followed by delivery
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of the appropriate amount of terminal reinforcement (one dip of ethanol sucrose for

the current example) from the dipper located in the front wall of the chamber. To

ensure that MN and ML trial durations were equal a post-reinforcer blackout followed

MN trials. Again, trials were separated by a 60-s ITI. Once the ITI elapsed, the light

above the back lever was again illuminated and a response on the back lever initiated

the next trial.

Results and Discussion

Contingency Control

After the subjects had completed all three delay conditions (5 s, 20 s, and 40 s), data

from the last five sessions of each contingency condition were used to determine if

there was contingency control. It was concluded that there was contingency control if

there was no significant diflerence in the proportion of MN responses made when the

location of the MN alternative alternated between the left and right lever. The six

graphs in Figure 4.1 show the proportion of responses made on t}te lever associated

with the MN contingency when the MN contingency was located on the left, and

when it was located on the right. Single sample t-tests demonstrated that there was a

significant difference in the proportion of MN responses made when the location of

the MN contingency changed for one rat only (t(2):4.96, p<0.05). This indicates that

the majority of subjects in this study did not have significant side biases, thus

indicating that the procedural manipulation used in this study was largely effective in

reducing bias. Due to the lack of significant side biases for most rats, the descriptive

measures log p and log bias were not calculated for this experiment.
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Figure 4. l Contingency control graphs for each subject. The graphs show the proportion of MN responses made averaged
over the last five sessions of each condition, the data fiom the three delay conditions was combined. The grey bars (Condition
A) are the proportion of MN responses when the MN contingency was associated with the left lever. The black bars (Condition
B) are proportions of MN responses when the MN condition was associated with the right lever.
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Ethanol Consumption

Data used to calculate ethanol consumption were the average number of MN and ML

free and forced choices completed at each contingency condition (Table 4.2). The

amount of ethanol subjects consumed decreased as the delay to terminal reinforcer

delivery increased. Subjects consumed an average of 0.96 g/kg/hr during the 5-s

delay conditions, 0.86 g/kg/hr during the 20-s delay conditions, and 0.75 gfr.gfti,

during the 40-s delay conditions. A repeated measures ANOVA with location of MN

contingency (Ieft, right) and delay to reinforcer delivery (5 s, 20 s,40 s) revealed no

significant efifect on ethanol consumption of contingency location (F(1,5):0.958, NS)

or interaction between location and delay (F(2,10):1.24, NS). There was a significant

effect of delay (F2,10)=10.02, p<0.05. As the delay to the terminal reinforcers

increased, behaviour tended to become more impulsive and this meant that the amount

of ethanol consumed by subjects decreased with increasing delay.

Table 4.2

Individual ethanol consumption (g/kg/hr) for each delay condition

Subject 5s 20s 40s
Ell
Ezr
E3l
E4r
E5l
E6r

0.78

1.16

o.74

0.70
1.?2

1.16

0.81

0.94

0.74
0.65

0.94
1.05

0.71

0.84

0.65

0.61

0.85

0.85

GCML Analysis

Proportion MN Responses

In this experiment the ratio of terminal link delays to reinforcement was always 1:1

and the absolute duration of the delay increased between conditions. According to the

GCML this manipulation should not change the distribution of behaviour across the
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reinforcement alternatives. To assess this, the proportion of MN responses was

averaged across conditions when the MN contingency was associated with the left

lever and when it was associated with the right lever for each delay. The mean

proportion of responses to the MN contingency was then plotted as a function of

reinforcer delay (Figure 4.2). Contrary to predictions based on the GCML, the

proportion of MN choices increased for five of the six subjects as the delay to delivery

of the terminal reinforcer increased. The exception was Subject El l, who was not

sensitive to the experimental contingencies and made approximately the same average

proportion of MN responses at each delay. Figure 4.2, which shows the average

proportion of MN responses made at each delay, clearly shows a shift in behaviour as

a function of delay. Thus, the GCML was not fit to the data obtained in this study.

Unlike the CGML, the CCM (Equation 1l) does describe behaviour that changes

when the absolute delay to terminal reinforcer delivery increases. This is because

increasing the delay to the terminal link reinforcers also increased the duration of the

terminal links. Increases in terrrinal link duration increase the value of the temporal

context exponent (T/T) and therefore behaviour should become more sensitive to the

tenninal link contingencies as absolute delay to reinforcer delivery increases.

CCM

An assumption of the CCM is that behaviour will change when the absolute delay to

delivery of the terminal reinforcers changes. This is because changing the delay

increases the duration of the terminal links; and, as the ratio of temrinal- to initial-

links changes the impact of the terminal reinforcer amounts on initial link behaviour

also changes. To visualise how increasing the delay to terminal reinforcer delivery
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40-s Delay conditions. Impulsivity increases as the proportion of MN choices increases.
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contingencies effected behaviour the data are presented in a series of graphs where the

log obtained behaviow ratio is plotted as a firnction of the log amount ratio for each

delay condition (the unfilled circles in Figure 4.3). The solid lines in Figure 4.3

provide a point of reference for the plotted data and show how behaviour would be

distributed as a function of reinforcer amount in the absence of the moderating effects

of the temporal context parameter or the free parameters. The data depicted in Figure

4.3 suggest that, firstly, the slope of the dashed line connecting the two data points in

each graph is steeper than the solid reference line which indicates that behaviour tends

to be representative of overmatching. Secondly, as the duration of the terrninal links

increases the slope of the dashed line tends to decrease (approach matching) for four

of the six subjects. The slope of the line represents how sensitive a subject's

behaviour is to the amount ratio. From Figure 4.3 it appears that increasing the delay

to terminal reinforcer delivery decreases sensitivity to reinforcer amount. This can be

seen across the three graphs provided for each subject as a deerease in the slope ofthe

line as delay to terminal reinforcer delivery increases. The extent of the decrease in

slope is not consistent between subjects.

ln order to assess if the CCM model was able to adequately describe the data, it was

necessary to modiff the CCM to accommodate the inclusion of primary reinforcer

delivery in the initial link. The assumption was made that the independent variables

that comprise the initial link reinforcer contingencies combine multiplicatively in a
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manner similar to the terminal link reinforcer variables (Equation l4).

(14)

The modified CCM parameters are: B is the initial link behaviour allocated to a given

altemative, A is reinforcer amount, D is delay to terminal reinforcer delivery, and D is

bias. The subscripts I and n indicate that the variable is associated with either the left

or the right contingency, and the subscripts 1 and l denote the initial or the terminal

link respectively. The addition of primary reinforcers in the initial link means that the

ratio of the initial link reinforcer rates (R) can be substituted for the terminal link

entry rates in Equation 11. The free parameters are: sensitivity to initial link

reinforcer rate (ap), sensitivity to reinforcer amount (a4), and sensitivity to reinforcer

delay (ae). Again, the subscripts iand t denote whether the sensitivity parameter is an

initial or terminal link parameter. As is usual for CCM, the temporal context ratio

Tt/Ti is the average duration of the terminal link divided by the average duration of the

initial link; and ft is a scaling parameter. Several of the ratios in Equation 14 reduce to

one for the current data set, including: the initial-link amount ratio, the initiallink

reinforcer rate ratio, and the terminal-link delay ratio. To simplifr the model it was

assumed that reinforcer quality did not impact behaviour in the same way as other

independent variables such as amount or delay. The modified CCM therefore reduces

to Equation 15.
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(l s)

Equation 15 was first fit to the data with the scaling parameter set equal to one and the

values of the bias parameter and sensitivity to the amount ratio were allowed to vary.

Parameter values were deterrnined using Microsoft Excel Solver. The results from

this data fit are shown in Table 4.3 and it can be seen that CCM was able to account

for a large percentage of the variance in the data. Examination of the data in Table

4.3 reveals that the subjects that had the steepest slopes in Figure 4.3 (El l, E31, and

E41) were also the most sensitive to the amount ratio and were relatively self-

controlled. The subjects that had lower sensitivity to the amount ratio @21, E5l, and

E61) had shallower slopes and were the most impulsive.

Table 4.3

Derived values for bias (b) and sensitivity to the amount ratio (aa) when Equation 15

was fit to the data without including the scaling parameter (ft)

Subject ds %VAC Avg Prop MN
Ell
E2l
E31

841
E51
E6l

3.39
0.s6
0.33
0.r4
0.64
1.09

r.87
0.97

3.19
2.72
1.53

0.70

99.84
88.42

97.56
99.10
85.82
66.08

0.02
0.1I
0.04
0.02
0.1l
0.16

As a comparison, data reported by White and Pipe (1987) have been reanalysed to

determine if the cunent finding that increasing the delay decreased sensitivity to the

reinforcer amount ratio was also found in their data. The White and Pipe study is

similar to the current study in that the initial link schedules were concurrent FI FI and

the delay ratio was held constant at 1:l as the absolute duration of the delays
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increased. They studied three different amount ratios. A monotonic change in the

slope of the line fit to each pair of delay/amount ratio was found in only seven of the

fourteen cases (Table 4.4). For six of those cases, the slopes of the lines increased as

the absolute delay to terminal reinforcer delivery increased. That is, increasing the

delay to terminal reinforcer delivery increased sensitivity to reinforcer amount, which

is the opposite to the results of the current study.

Table 4.4

Obtained slopes for each delay ratio from the re-analysis of White and Pipe's (1987)

Experiment 2 when the log response ratio was plotted as a function of the log amount

ratio for each delav

Subject Amount Ratio 5s0s 20s

G2

GI 0.08
0.49
0.36

-0.55
0.60
0.65

0.31

1.38

1.04
2.55
1.80

0.33
0.89
0.20

1.30
3.2r
2.30

2.s4
2.58
1.19

1.22
3.53

r.99
2.49
1.77

0.68
t.63
1.40

1.63
2.68
2.49

t.34
2.36
0.99

2.30
2.68

t.67
2.31
1.85

1.35
t.66
2.05

2:4
l:5

1.5:4.5

2:4
l:5

1.5:4.5

2:4
1:5

2:4
1:5

1.5:4.5

2:4
l:5

1.5:4.5

G3

G4

G5

The major difference between procedure used in the current experiment and White

and Pipe's study is the delivery of primary reinforcers in the initial link of the MN -
ML procedure. Grace (1994) suggested that it is possible that procedural variations

will moderate the effect of temporal context. In the current study, it is possible that

the inclusion of primary reinforcement in the initial links changed temporal context,
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which resulted in a different pattern of behaviour change in the current experiment as

compared to the White and Pipe study. For example, the effect of the different

reinforcer qualities may have increased the discriminability of the two altematives.

Grace (1994) suggested that the effect of such procedural variations on behaviour

might be accounted for by the CCM if the scaling parameter (t) is allowed to vary.

Equation l5 was used to calculate hypothetical changes in the proportion of behaviour

allocated to the alternative associated with the smaller tenninal reinforcer amount as

the duration of the terminal link increases relative to the duration of the initial link

(Figure 4.4). To generate the predictions, the amount ratio was set 1:3, bias and

sensitivity to the amount ratio were set to one, and the value of ft was varied from

negative one to positive one. The average terminal and initial link durations used in

this study were used to obtain hypothetical predictions of behaviour change as delay

to reinforcer delivery increases. As the terminal link duration increases (and the

initial link duration remains constant) the value of the contextual parameter increases.
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Fisure 4.4. Choice propoftions predicted by the CCM for several different scaling parameter
values for Experiment 3 contingencies. The proportion of MN responses is predicted to
decrease as the duration of the terminal link increases when k is a positive number. When k
is negative increasing the duration of the terminal link is predicted to increase the proportion
of responses allocated to the MN contingency.
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The impact of increasing the temporal context parameter on the apparent sensitivity of

behaviour allocation to the ratio of reinforcer amounts will depend on how sensitive

per se behaviour is to temporal context. The scaling parameter fr can be interpreted as

being a measure of how sensitive behaviour is to temporal context. If a procedural

variation decreases the impact of temporal context on behaviour this would be

reflected in a negative fr value. In the context of the current experiment, a negative ft

value would mean that as the difference between the terminal and initial links

increased the value of the temporal context parameter would decrease. The effect of

this is to reduce the impact of the terrrinal link reinforcer ratio on initial link

responding. If the terminal reinforcer does not control behaviour, behaviour would

tend to indifference or impulsivity (if ethanol is favoured).

If a procedural variation increases the impact of temporal context on behaviour the

value of ft would be positive. A positive frvalue would mean that the impact of

temporal context on behaviour allocation would increase as the difference between the

terminal and initial link durations increased. For the current experiment, an increase

in the value of temporal context would mean that the impact of the terminal links on

initial link behaviour would become more extreme as delay to the tenninal links

increased. This would be reflected in a shift towards the reinforcer altemative that

delivers the larger amount of reinforcer (behaviour would become more self-

controlled). Thus, by including the scaling parameter, the CCM is able to describe

data from procedures in which impulsivity increases as delay to reinforcer delivery

increases (e.g. the current study); and, when impulsivity decreases as delay increases

(Ito & Asakio 1982; Snydennan, 1983; White & Pipe, 1987).
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The model fit was repeated using the CCM and the three free parameters (bias,

sensitivity to reinforcer amounto and the scaling parameter) were allowed to vary. The

starting values for bias and sensitivity to reinforcer amount were set to one, and the

starting value for fr was set to negative one. This was because the average proportion

of behaviour allocated to the MN altemative by five of the six subjects increased as

the delay increased. This increase in impulsivity is described by the CCM if the

scaling parameter (k) is negative (Figure 4.4). The results of the model fitting are

shown in Table 4.5. The derived values of k were negative for the five subjects that

shifted their behaviour towards the impulsive alternative as the delay to delivery of

the terrninal reinforcers increased. Thus, as the delay to delivery of the terminal

reinforcers increased sensitivity to the temporal context decreased which in turn

decreased sensitivity to the terminal reinforcer amount ratio. This overall decrease in

sensitivity to amount is reflected in a shift in behaviour in the direction of impulsivity

(or indifference), which appears in Figure 4.3 as a shift towards matching as delay

increases.

Table 4.5

Free parameter values derived from fitting Equation 15 to the data from Experiment 3.

when the temporal context scaling parameter (ft) was allowed to vary

%VAC Prop MN
Ell
Ezl
E3l
E4t
E5l
E61

t.44
0.40
5.49
0.09
0.72
2.62

2.82
3.96
13.46
35.26
9.12
45.25

0.19
-0.48
-0.89
-1.26
-t.22
-2.21

99.86
99.63
100.00
99.98
99.67
9r.73

0.02
0.1I
0.04
0.02
0.1I
0.16

Since procedural variations are captured by the scaling parameter, the next step is to

consider the differences between the current study which saw a decrease in sensitivity

as delay increased with the procedure used by White and Pipe (1987) which resulted
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in an increase in sensitivity as delay increased. The most obvious difference between

the two procedures is the delivery of primary reinforcers in the initial link of the MN

- ML paradigm. It thus appears that the different frndings in the two studies are due

to delivery of primary reinforcement in the initial links. The initial link reinforcers

are delayed equally and are of equal amounts. The difference between the initial link

reinforcers is their quality. Equation 15 does not have a parameter included that is

specifically designated to account for the impact of reinforcer quality on behaviour.

Thus, it appears that the impact of the initial link reinforcers has been captured in the

current analysis by the inclusion of the temporal context scaling parameter. It could

be that temporal context was affected by the addition of initial link reinforcers or by

the quality of those reinforcers. The current study was not designed to differentiate

between these two possibilities. However, if the different qualities of the initial link

reinforcers reduced the impact of temporal context on behaviour the effect of the

different qualities might show up as a preference for one of the qualities.

An effect of a decreased sensitivity to the terminal reinforcer amount ratios is that the

control of initial link behaviour by terminal link contingencies also decreases. A

decrease in control by the tenninal link logically means that control of behaviour by

the initial link contingencies would increase. As far as the initial link reinforcers are

concemed, if behaviour is not influenced by reinforcer quality subjects should

eventually become indifferent to the two reinforcer alternatives. If, however, subjects

preferred ethanol sucrose to plain sucrose it would be likely that subjects would

respond more frequently on the altemative that delivered ethanol sucrose as the delay

to the terminal reinforcers increased. This change in response allocation would

appear as an increase in impulsivity (such as was found in this experiment). If the
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iilcreasre in impulsivity was a result of b deercase in sensitivity to the tenpord context

bow much seositivity deereases (i.e. how'begative" ft beoomes) uoay be a firnotion of

how'muoh cthanol suoioss was prefened- to plain sucrose. The next experiment

investigates this possibility bypresenting the strbjects from Experiment 3 with

co.noUl'tent aeges$ to otbanol- rurd plain. sucro€€.
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EXPERIMENT 4

Concurrent Access to Ethanol Sucrose and Plain Sucrose

The purpose of Experiment 4 was to determine if there was a correspondence between

preference for the impulsive MI$) reinforcer alternative in Experiment 3 and

preference for ethanol sucrose in a concurrent access situation. When the delay to

terminal reinforcer delivery was increased in Experiment 3 the impact the terrrinal

reinforcers had on initial link response distribution decreased. As that impact

decreased the behaviour of five of the six subjects shifted towards impulsivity. Since

there were qualitatively different reinforcers delivered in the initial link it is possible

that the change towards impulsivity reflected a preference for ethanol sucrose (which

was designated the impulsive altemative because it was associated with the smaller

terminal reinforcer amount). It is possible that the subject that did not change its

behaviour (remained self-controlled) in Experiment 3 actually preferred plain sucrose

rather than ethanol sucrose. Thus, for that subject, decreasing the impact of the

terminal reinforcers on choice did not change initial link behaviour because plain

sucrose was associated with the self-controlled alternative. Arguably, a greater

tendency to make impulsive choices in the MN - ML paradigm could reflect a greater

preference for ethanol sucrose which can be assessed using concurrentVl VI

schedules.

Previous studies have used concurrentvl VI schedules to investigate preference

between reinforcer altematives that differed qualitatively (Foster, Temple, Robertson,

Nair, & Poling, 1996; Matthews & Temple, 1979; McAdie, Foster, & Temple, 1996).

For those studies, the strength of subjects' preference for one alternative over the
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other was measured by fitting the GML to the results. According to matching theory,

when two alternatives are concurrently available subjects will allocate their responses

between those alternatives in proportion to the reinforcement rate provided by each

schedule (Herrnstein, 1961,1970). If one of the two schedules becomes richer (i.e.

the variable interval decreases so that reinforcer delivery is more frequent), the subject

will allocate more of their responses to the richer schedule and decrease their

responses on the leaner schedule. Additionally, when the alternatives differ

qualitatively that difference will be reflected as bias (log c) or as a greater tendency to

respond on the altemative that delivers the preferred reinforcer regardless of the

scheduled contingencies (Hollard & Davison,I97l). Thus, previous studies have

assessed preference for different types of reinforcers by examining bias to reinforcer

alternatives. Most of those studies have included one or two conditions where the

same reinforcer was delivered on both alternatives. Those conditions were then used

to estimate inherent bias for one altemative over the other. That inherent bias is then

subtracted from the measures of bias obtained when the reinforcer alternatives

delivered difflerent quality reinforcers. For example, McAdie et al. (1996)

investigated whether the GML could quantify the aversiveness of a sound stimulus.

They presented hens with concurrent VI VI arranged so that an aversive noise (the

sound of hens in a commercial poultry shed) was associated with one alternative.

They found that the GML provided a good description of their data and, by using

estimates of inherent bias, they were able to provide a measure of bias for the noise-

free altemative without the confound of inherent bias. Two studies with cows found

that this species of animal tends towards more extreme undermatching than is

typically found in rats (Foster et al., 1996; Matthews & Temple,1979) but that

preference for one quality of reinforcer over another could be assessed using a GML-
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based analysis. Foster et al. (1996) used a condition in which the same quality food

was delivered on both altematives according to equal VI schedules to estimate the

amount of inherent bias the subjects had for one alternative as compared to the other.

This then enabled them to detennine bias resulting from quality differences by

subtracting the estimated inherent bias from the bias found when subjects were given

access to two different foods over a series of concurrentVl VI schedules. Similarly,

Matthews and Temple (1979) used a GML approach to investigate if individual cows

preferred chopped hay or dairy meal. The GML fit their data set well and they found

that the cows in their study showed a slight preference for dairy meal, which was

ascertained by examining the bias parameter.

The current study examined response allocation between concurrentvl VI schedules

to assess whether subjects preferred ethanol sucrose or plain sucrose. One schedule

delivered three dips of ethanol sucrose for each interval completed. The other

schedule delivered three dips of plain sucrose for each interval completed. The

amount of reinforcement delivered for each completed VI was relatively large to

ensure that subjects could maintain ethanol intakes (g/kg/hr) similar to their intakes in

Experiment 3. Three pairs of VI schedules were used concurrent VI l5 s VI l5 s, VI

15 s VI 5s, and VI 5 s VI l5s. These relatively rich schedules were used because the

subjects had previous experience with a high rate of reinforcement in Experiment 3

and there is evidence that suggests that demand for a reinforcer may vary for lean

versus rich schedules of reinforcement (Hursh, l99l). Previous research with ethanol

as a reinforcer suggests that side bias sometimes varies as reinforcer schedules are

varied (Anderson et al., 2002). Thus, a procedural variation was used and each pair of

schedules was run twice, fustly with ethanol sucrose associated with the left schedule
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and plain sucrose associated with the right schedule. Secondly, the pair of schedules

was run with plain sucrose on the right and ethanol sucrose on the left. This

procedural variation was used rather than arranging concurrent VI VI schedules that

both delivered the same quality of reinforcer and then using that data to estimate a

value for side bias because that standard approach assumes that side bias is a constant

between conditions. It was predicted that the rats that became more impulsive as the

delay to the delivery of the terminal reinforcers increased in Experiment 3 would be

biased towards ethanol sucrose in the current study. It was also predicted that the

subject that maintained a constant level of self-control in Experiment 3 would be

biased towards plain sucrose.

Method

Subjects

The six subjects that completed Experiment 3 completed Experiment 4. All subjects

were kept at85oA of their free-feeding body weight by post-session feeding. The

housing conditions were the sarne as for Experiment l.

Apparatus

The apparatus used in Experiment 3 was used in Experiment 4.

Procedure

As all six subjects had experience responding on both the left and the right lever no

specifie pre-training was necessary. Each session began when the front levers were

inserted into the chamber and the front lights were tumed on. The reinforcer

contingency in effect was independent concurrent VI VI schedules. The schedules

were arranged by a twelve-interval arithmetic progression and intervals were

VICTORIA UI\II\IERSITY OF

WELLINGTON LIBRARY
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presented randomly without replacement. The variable interval schedules and number

of sessions required to meet the stability criteria are listed in Table 5.1. When a

programmed interval elapsed, the next response the subject made on the lever

associated with that schedule was reinforced with three dips of the appropriate

reinforcer. Responses on one of the levers were reinforced with ethanol sucrose from

the dipper directly below. Responses on the second lever were reinforced with plain

sucrose from the dipper located below that lever. Location of the ethanol sucrose and

the plain sucrose varied across conditions (Table 5.1). Reinforcer amount was set at

three dips so that the rats could consume volumes of ethanol (glkglhr) similar to those

obtained in Experiment 3. There was a 2-s changeover delay to reduce the likelihood

of subjects alternating between reinforcement options (Herrnstein, 196l). Sessions

continued until 5l reinforcers had been collected or until45 minutes had elapsed,

whichever came first.

Table 5.1

Order of conditions and location of the ethanol sucrose (ethanol) and the plain sucrose

(sucrose) for each condition

Condition
Reinforcer Type

Left Rieht VI Left VI Rieht Sessions

I
)
3

4
5

6

sucrose
ethanol
ethanol
ethanol
sucrose
sucrose

ethanol
sucrose
sucrose
sucrose
ethanol
ethanol

15

15

5

l5
15

5

l5
l5
l5
f
5

15

l3
16

I7
10

t4
1l

The stability criteria used was that the moving average of the proportion of responses

on the left lever for the two most recent five session blocks had to be with 0.05 of the

average from the previous five sessions. A minimum of l0 sessions was required per
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condition and there could be no monotonically increasing or decreasing trend in the

proportion ofsucrose reinforced responses over the final five sessions.

Results and Discussion

Ethanol Consumption

Data were averaged over the last 5 sessions of each condition. Although the

maximum duration of each session was set to 45 minutes, the average time to

complete a session was 18.9 minutes (range 15.3 minutes to 23.9 minutes). This

meant that the rate of ethanol consumption in this experiment was high compared to

previous experiments. Grams per kilogram of ethanol consumed per hour for each

condition was calculated using each individual subjects' 85 o/o target weights (Table

s.2).

Table 5.2

The average amount of ethanol (g/kg/hr) consumed by each subject for the last five

sessions of each condition

Condition Elt E2l E31 E4t E5l E61

Ethanol Left Plain Right
VI15sVI15s
VI15sVI5s
VI5sVI 15s

Plain Left Ethanol Right
VI15sVI 15s
VI15sVI5s
VI5sVI15s

4.32
0.14
2.60

3.42
0.6s
0.09

s.55
0.04
4.41

r.57
0.70
4.22

2.86
0.04
2.60

3.38
2.64
0.16

4.46
0.04
1.86

5.13
1.40

0.19

4.20 3.98
3.83 2.7r
9.00 8.48

3.84 3.73
8.39 8.43
l.39 0.10

GML Analysis

The data obtained for each subject in Experiment 4 was plotted with the log ratio of

responses as a function of the log ratio of the obtained reinforcers (Figure 5.1). The

Generalised Matching Law @quation 3) was used to analyse the data and the line of

best fit was determined using a regression analysis. The results of that fit are
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Figure 5.1. Logarithms of the obtained behaviour plotted as a function of the logarithms of the
obtained reinforcers. The filled circles represent behaviour when ethanol sucrose was linked to the
left and plain sucrose was linked to the right. The open circles are from when the locations of the
reinforcers were reversed and ethanol sucrose was associated with the right. The solid lines are the
linear regression line for conditions in which ethanol sucrose was on the left; and the dashed lines
are the linear regression lines when ethanol sucrose was on the right. The equations for the
regression lines are displayed on each graph. A small cross indicates the origin for each graph, this
is obscured for subject El I and E5l.
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presented in Table 5.3. The value of the bias parameter varied when the location of

the ethanol sucrose and plain sucrose was varied. When ethanol sucrose was on the

left a bias for ethanol sucrose resulted in a positive log c and bias for plain sucrose

resulted in a negative log c. The reverse was true when ethanol sucrose was on the

right and plain sucrose was on the left. In Figure 5.1, the solid line shows the line of

best fit for conditions in which ethanol sucrose was on the left and the dashed line

shows the line of best fit for conditions in which plain sucrose was on the left. If the

dashed line is above the solid line in Figure 5.1 it indicates that the subject preferred

the alternative that delivered plain sucrose. Conversely, when the solid line is above

the dashed line the subject preferred the alternative that delivered ethanol sucrose. A

visual analysis of Figure 5.1 shows that the behaviour of subjects El1, E2l, and E3l

was biased towards plain sucrose. The behaviour of subject E4l was unbiased. The

behaviour of the remaining two subjects (E5l and E6l) was biased towards ethanol

sucrose.

Table 5.3

Parameters obtained from the GML analysis of the results

Ethanol sucrose on Left
Subject a logc f

Ethanol sucrose on Rieht
Subject a log c

El1
Ezr
E3l
E4l
E5l
E6l

0.89
0.99
0.87
0.81
0.7r
0.85

-0.26
0.02
-0.38
-0.05
0.28
0.16

0.92
0.97
0.94
0.90
0.99

100.00

Ell
Ezr
E31
E.41

E5l
E6l

0.69
t.2r
0.92
r.54
0.81
0.96

0.57 0.51
0.34 0.92
0.25 0.91
-0.02 0.95
-0.05 0.99
-0.07 100.00

Although two of the three subjects @51 and E61) that were the most impulsive in

Experiment 3 were biased towards ethanol sucrose in the current study, the third

subject (Ezl) that was relatively more impulsive than the others was biased towards

plain sucrose. Two other subjects (El I and E31) made very few impulsive responses
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in Experiment 3 and were biased towards plain sucrose in the current study. The

remaining subject (E4l) was indifferent to reinforcer quality despite showing an

increase in impulsivity as delay increased in Experiment 3. A quantitative measure of

quality bias can be obtained by first determining the midpoint on the y-axis between

the intercepts of the lines of best fit for conditions when ethanol sucrose was on the

left and when it was on the right. The distance that each line is from the midpoint of

the two functions is a measure of how biased that subject was towards one alternative

over the other. If the intercept of the dashed line is above the intercept of the solid

line the quality bias is for plain sucrose; and , if the intercept of the solid line is above

the intercept for the dashed line the quality bias is for ethanol sucrose. The quality

bias measures were assigned negative values when the bias was for plain sucrose and

positive values when the bias was for ethanol sucrose. Table 5.4 shows quality bias

measures for each subject along with the average proportion of MN choices each

subject made in Experiment 3 and the derived values of the sensitivity to temporal

context measure (ft) derived using the CCM in Experiment 3.

Table 5.4

Individual quality bias values from Experiment 4; and average proportion of

impulsive choices and sensitivity to temporal context (fr) values from Experiment 3

Subiect Quality Bias Avg Prop MN
Ell
Ezl
E3l
E41
E51

E61

-0.42
-0.16
-0.32
-0.02
0.17
0.12

0.42
0.11
0.04
0.02
0.1I
0.r6

0.19
-0.48
-0.89
-t.26
-t.22
-2.21

There was a positive correlation (r: .69) between the value of the quality bias and the

proportion of MN responses made by subjects in Experiment 3. As the value of the

quality bias increases, bias towards ethanol sucrose increases, thus, the subjects that
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were more biased towards ethanol sucrose in the current experiment were generally

more impulsive in Experiment 3. A negative correlation (r: -.81) was found between

the quality bias measure in the current exporiment and sensitivity to the temporal

context ratio (the scaling parameter, ft) in Experiment 3.

Smaller (negative) ft values in Experiment 3 meant that as the temporal context

parameter increased in value, its impact on behaviolu was moderated by the

sensitivity parameter so that the effect of temporal context on response allocation in

the initial link decreased. Thus, the current results indicate that the less a subject's

behaviour was influenced by temporal context in Experiment 3 the less biased they

were towards plain sucrose in Experiment 4. This suggests that the impact of the

different quality initial link reinforcers in Experiment 3 was to change the value of fr.

That is, reinforcer quality in the initial link reduced sensitivity to the temporal context.

The less sensitive initial link behaviour is to temporal context, the less impact the

terminal link contingencies will have on that behaviour. When there are no primary

reinforcers delivered in the initial link of concurrent chains schedules initial link

behaviour distribution is determined by a combination of the terminal link

reinforcement contingencies and the conditioned reinforcers with which they are

associated. The effect of temporal context in such situations is that it increases the

impact that terrrinal link contingencies have on initial link behaviour as the absolute

duration of the terminal link increases. Terminal reinforcer contingencies have a

greater impact on initial link behaviour as terrrinal link duration increases because

subjects spend more time in the presenee of the conditioned reinforcers that are

associated with each terminal link.
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The effect of adding initial link reinforcers in Experiment 3 was to reduce the impact

that the terminal reinforcer contingencies had on initial link responding. The longer

the terminal link durations became the less impact the terminal link reinforcers had on

initial link choice. This decrease in impact can be modelled using the CCM when the

temporal context sensitivity parameter ft) is allowed to vary. Negative values of k

describe situations in which increasing the value of the temporal context parameter

decreases initial link sensitivity to tenninal link contingencies. Therefore, the effect

of delivering qualitatively unequal reinforcers in the initial link of the MN - ML

paradigm used in Experiment 3 can be characterised in terms of a change in

sensitivity to the temporal context. This is consistent with Grace's (1994) suggestion

that temporal context is moderated by procedural variables. Thuso the use of the

additional free parameter k is justifiable as a measure of the effect reinforcer quallty

has on initial link response distribution in the MN - ML analogue of self-control

behaviour.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

The two central issues for this thesis were self-control and reinforcer quality. The two

reinforcer qualities used were sweetened solutions that were either ethanol free or

mixed to a concentration of l0To ethanol. Ethanol was chosen to manipulate

reinforcer quality because there is a body of literature that suggests that subjects

responding for ethanol are responding to gain access to the pharmacological efFects of

the drug (Files et al., 1995; Heyman, 1993). Using ethanol to manipulate the quality

of the reinforcer alternatives enables comparisons between the current results and the

results of other studies that have investigated drugs as reinforcers, The

pharmacological effects of ethanol were assurned to change the quality of the

sweetened solutions by altering their reinforcing value.

The first experiment examined the effect of different reinforcer qualities on choice in

a self-control paradigm. The paradigm was based on traditional self-control

analogues where subjects chose between two reinforcer alternatives. In those

paradigms, the choice is to receive either a small amount of reinforcer after a brief

delay or a large amount of reinforcer after a longer delay. Choosing the small

reinforcer is impulsive because doing so reduces the amount of reinforcement a

subject can earn on each trial. Opting for the large reinforcer is self-control because,

although the delay to reinforcer delivery is longer, choosing that option increases the

amount of reinforcement earned on each trial. In the first phase of the study reported

here, the quality of the SI and the LD were equal and half the subjects were reinforced

with plain sucrose and the remaining subjects were reinforced with ethanol sucrose.

Three delay ratios were studied. When the reinforcer qualities were equal (Phase I),
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subjects' behaviour allocation in the initial link tended to be more impulsive at the

most extreme delay ratio (l:6) than at the least extreme delay ratio (1:2). However,

the predicted monotonic increase in impulsivity was not found for any of the subjects.

The delay ratio conditions were then repeated (Phase II) with ethanol sucrose

delivered following each impulsive response and plain sucrose delivered for each self-

controlled response. The data set obtained in that phase of Experiment I was more

orderly than in Phase I. Four of the six subjects monotonically increased the

proportion of impulsive choices they made as the delay ratio became more extreme.

A possible explanation for the more systematic behaviour changes found in Phase II is

that having a different quality of reinforcer delivered for SI versus LD choices made

the reinforcer contingencies more discriminable by increasing sensitivity to the

differences between the altematives. Sensitivities to the two independent variables

(the amount ratio, a4, and the delay ratio, aD) were determined using the GCML and

the CCM. Although both models described the data set well, neither of these analyses

revealed a systematic effect of reinforcer quality on the individual sensitivity

parameters.

Another way to consider the data from Phase I and Phase II was to determine if there

were systematic changes in the sensitivity ratio (aalap) when the reinforcer quality

was changed (Chelonis & Logue, 1997). Decreases in the sensitivity ratio should be

associated with increases in the proportion of impulsive choices in Phase II versus

Phase I; and, increases in the sensitivity ratio should be associated with decreases in

the proportion of impulsive choices. The behaviour of the majority of the subjects

adhered to this pattern and negative correlations were found between the sensitivity

ratio and impulsivity for both phases of the experiment. This result indicates that
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higher sensitivity ratios were associated with lower impulsivity, which supports the

use of the sensitivity ratio as a measure of impulsivity in traditional SI - LD self-

control paradigms. This finding held true when either the GCML or the CCM were

used to analyse the data. The results indicate that one way reinforcer quality affected

behaviour in this experiment was that the concurrently available reinforcer

alternatives were more discriminable. This is consistent with Davison and Jenkins

(1985) suggestion that increasing the disparity between the stimuli associated with

reinforcer alternatives should make behaviour more sensitive to the reinforcement

contingencies. Finally, although SI - LD paradigms have been successfully used to

examine a variety of choice alternatives, they do not address the choice situation of

most relevance for this thesis.

One aim of this thesis was to develop an animal paradigm to study self-control that

addressed situations that are not covered by existing paradigms. This thesis addressed

situations in which an individual must choose between two immediately available

reinforcers of unequal quality and value that have mutually exclusive contingent

delayed reinforcers of equal quality but unequal value. For example, if a person is

trying to maintain their weight by dieting, that person will repeatedly encounter

situations in which two (or more) food reinforcers are available. Each time they must

choose between a low calorie (e.g. an apple) and a high calorie (e.g. cheesecake)

option their decision has both immediate and delayed consequences. If the person

really preferred cheesecake but chose the apple they would be acting with self-control.

The immediate consequence of that decision would be forfeiting the most valuable

immediate reinforcer (the cheesecake). However, the delayed consequences of the

choice would be weight loss; and the delayed consequences of choosing the
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cheesecake would be weight gain. It is this type of situation in which individuals

chose between having more now (the most valued immediate reinforcer) or more later

(the most valued delayed reinforcer) that the model of choice behaviour developed for

this thesis was designed to address.

The MN - ML self-control paradigm developed for this thesis delivers primary

reinforcement after two delays for each trial. The first primary reinforcer was

delivered immediately after the initial link schedule requirement had been met. The

second was delivered after a brief delay. In Experiment 2, the immediately delivered

reinforcer was a single dip of either plain milk or ethanol milk. Choosing the plain

milk was designated the self-control choice and was followed by delivery of three

further dips of reinforcer. The impulsive choice was responding to receive ethanol

milk immediately and, after the delay, only one more dip of reinforcer was delivered

for that trial. The quality of the delayed reinforcers was plain sucrose in one phase of

the experiment and ethanol sucrose in the other phase.

The main finding from Experiment 2 was that response allocation in the initial link

varied as a function of both delay to terminal reinforcer delivery and terminal

reinforcer quallty. [n general, increasing the delay to terminal reinforcer delivery

increased the number of impulsive choices subjects made. When the terminal

reinforcer quality was plain sucrose, twelve of the thirteen subjects becnme more

impulsive as the delay to the terminal links increased. Changing the quality of the

terminal reinforcers to ethanol milk had a systematic effect on the behaviour of all of

the subjects. All subjects allocated more of their responses to the self-controlled

alternative when the terminal reinforcers were ethanol milk. However, the impact of
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increasing the delay to terrninal reinforcer delivery was inconsistent between subjects.

Eight of the thirteen subjects increased their responding on the impulsive option as

delay increased; and, the remaining five subjects decreased their responding to that

alternative.

A possible explanation for the differential results is that not all subjects preferred

ethanol sucrose over plain sucrose. Subjects that preferred ethanol sucrose were

expected to become more impulsive as delay to terminal reinforcer delivery increased

because, according to theories of temporal discounting, increasing the delay to the

terminal reinforcers should decrease their value (e.g. Rachlin & Green, 1972). This

means that the initial link reinforcers gain relatively more control over initial link

response distribution as the delay to the terminal reinforcers increases. However, if

subjects preferred plain sucrose to ethanol sucrose, increasing delay to the terminal

reinforcers could decrease impulsivity. Again, this would be because increasing the

delay to the terminal reinforcers decreased their value and behaviour was more

sensitive to the initial link reinforcer contineencies.

When the data from this experiment is compared with previous findings obtained

using SI - LD paradigms the pattem of behaviour change is different. A common

finding from SI - LD paradigms is that, as in Experiment2o if the delay ratio is

constant at 1:1 and the absolute delay to the tenninal reinforcer delivery is increased

subjects become more self-conholled (e.g., Ito & Asaki, 1982). Thus, the

introduction of primary reinforcers in the initial link of concurrent-chains schedules

appears to change response distribution. ln a previous study Davison and Smith

(1986) found that when the concwrent schedules were nonindependent, and primary
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reinforcer delivery occurred immediately following schedule completion and after a

delay, subjects were insensitive to the temrinal link reinforcer contingencies. ln the

Davison and Smith study all reinforcers were of the same quality and terminal link

reinforcer delivery was controlled by a VI 30-s schedule. It is possible that subjects in

Davison and Smith's study were insensitive to the terminal link reinforcer rates when

there was reinforcement in the initial links because primary reinforcement would not

have been delivered in the terminal link of each trial. Support for this is found in the

fact that when subjects were presented with a choice between only the delayed SI and

LD reinforcers they ceased responding and the initial link VI schedules needed to be

changed because subjects were extremely biased towards the SI alternative.

Experiment 2 of this thesis was dissimilar to Davison and Smith's study because the

reinforcers delivered upon completion of the schedule requirements were of unequal

qualities. ln Experiment l, the introduction of unequal quality reinforcers appeared to

change the discriminability of the terminal link reinforcement, which resulted in

behaviour that was more sensitive to the reinforcer continsencies.

A problem that was found in Experiment 2 was that subjects responding in the MN -
ML paradigm tended to develop significant side biases. Experiment 3 was designed

to try to minimise side bias. The modified MN - ML procedure was then used to

collect data from more delay conditions to make it possible to fit quantitative models

to the data. The CGML and CCM predict different results when the delay ratio is held

constant at 1: I and the absolute durations of the delays increases. According to the

GCML, it is the relative rather than the absolute delays that control initial link

response distribution. Thus, the GCML predicts that behaviour will not change when

the delay to delivery of the terminal reinforcers increased. [n contrast, the CCM
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assurnes that behaviour is a function of both the delay to reinforcement delivery and

temporal context. Increasing the delay to tenninal link delivery changes the temporal

context. This is because increasing the delay also increases the duration of the

terrninal links relative to the duration of the initial links. Thus, CCM predicts that

behaviour distribution would change when the delay was changed. What the CCM

was unable to predict was the direction of the change in initial link behaviour when

primary reinforcement was delivered in both the initial and the terminal links of a

concurrent-chains procedure. The results of Experiment 3 were that the behaviour of

five of the six subjects became more impulsive as the absolute delay to terminal

reinforcer delivery increased. Thus, the GCML was unable to account for the results

of that experiment. The CCM was able to account for the results when the temporal

context scaling parameter (&) was allowed to vary. The shift in the direction of

impulsivity with increasing delay was described by negative fr values. The k values

were negatively correlated with the average proportion of impulsive choices subjects

made across the three delay conditions. This indicates that the more impulsive a

subject was the less sensitive its behaviour was to temporal context. As sensitivity to

temporal context decreases the impact that the terminal link reinforcer contingencies

exefi on initial link behaviour decreases. The behaviour shift towards impulsivity in

Experiment 3 was in the opposite direction to behaviour changes seen in concunent

chains schedules when primary reinforcement is only delivered in the terminal links

(White & Pipe, 1987).

For Experiment 2 and Experiment 3, initial link behaviour was a function of both the

initial link reinforcers and the terminal link reinforcers. The effect of adding primary

reinforcers to the end of the initial link was that subjects were not as sensitive to the
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terminal-link reinforcement contingencies as they would have been otherwise. It is

not clear if the decrease in sensitivity to the temporal context resulted from the

addition of primary reinforcement to the initial links, or from the use of unequal

reinforcer qualities in the initial link, or from a combination of these factors. Future

research could address this question by systematically varying the reinforcer

contingencies associated with the initial and terrrinal links. For instance, behaviour

could be studied when all of the reinforcers delivered in the MN - ML paradigm were

of equal quality and compared to behavioru when the initial links deliver difFerent

quality reinforcers. If the presence of initial link reinforcers alone changes sensitivity

to the temporal context then behaviour would be predicted to shift from self-control

towards indifference as the delay to delivery of the terminal reinforcers increases

when equal quality reinforcers were used. Such a shift could be described by a

negative t value. If, however, differential reinforcer quality is necessary to change

sensitivity to temporal context, behaviour in the MN - ML paradigm should favour

the self-controlled (ML) alternative at brief delays. The extent to which the ML

alternative was preferred to the MN altemative would then be expected to increase as

the delay to delivery of the terminal reinforcers increased because, as long as

sensitivity to the temporal context remains a positive value, the CCM predicts a shift

towards greater self-control as the duration of the terminal link increases.

In summary, the MN - ML procedure used in Experiment 2 andExperiment 3 has

some unique features that are not included in more traditional SI - LD paradigms.

The inclusion of primary reinforcement in the initial links addresses choice situations

in which reinforcement for behaviour is a "package" of immediate and delayed

consequences. A noteworthy finding was that behaviour in the initial link became
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more impulsive as the delay to the terminal reinforcers increased. This finding is

notable because previous studies that did not include initial link reinforcers found that

impulsivity decreased when delay increased. Moreover, this result has implications

for the treatnent of impulsive behaviour disorders, such as alcohol dependence,

because it highlights the need to alterthe subjective value of more highly valued

immediate reinforcers (e.g. alcohol) that impact on the attainment of more highly

valued delayed reinforcers (e.g. sobriety). Another important finding was that, unlike

the GCML, the CCM was able to account for the results of Experiment 3 when the

scaling parameter was included in the model. This finding is important because it

indicates that the impact of temporal context on response distribution is influenced by

reinforcer quality. The CCM analysis also indicates that reinforcer quality can be

incorporated into quantitative models diflerently than other independent variables

such as reinforcer amount or immediacy. Furthennore, the analysis demonstrated that

the CCM, which was developed to account for behaviour from concurrent-chains

schedules that have concurrent VI VI initial links. was able to describe data obtained

from a procedure that had concurrent FI FI initial links.

There are some limitations to the MN - ML paradigm. The first issue was that

significant side biases developed without the trial blocking procedure. Future

research using this paradigm will have to include that procedure. Another procedural

drawback was the use of non-independent concurrent schedules, which meant that

terminal-link entry rate was not equal across alternatives. A further limitation of the

MN- ML paradigm is that many of the situations it was designed to emulate require

repeated choices of less valued immediate reinforcers before the more valued

reinforcer is delivered. For instance, in the healthy eating example, the consequence
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of choosing a single apple for someone who habitually consumes cheesecake will not

be weight loss; it is necessary for that person to frequently choose fruit over sweets to

achieve their goal. A modification of the procedure, which could address this

situation, would be to set up reinforcement contingencies so that the delivery of a

preferred reinforcer did not occur until a subject had repeatedly responded to receive

less valuable immediate reinforcers. There is some evidence that suggests if

behaviour is reinforced with "bundleso' of reinforcer the delayed contingencies

become more salient and self-conholled responding increases (Ainslie & Monterosso,

2003). It might therefore be possible to investigate the impact of varying the pattem

of response requirement on choice behaviour. Of particular interest are situations in

which responding access to a preferred delayed reinforcer is dependent on repeated

choices of less valuable immediate reinforcers. Additionally, contingencies could be

arranged in which each response for the most valuable immediate reinforcer would

increase the delay to the prefened delayed reinforcer. Such conditions are

increasingly accurate analogues of human choice behaviour.

One behavioural situation that the MN - ML paradigm can be used to study is

addiction or drug dependence. In such situations, the individual makes choices to

consume either drug-free or drug-containing reinforcers. A limitation of the

reinforcer qualities studied Experiment 2 and 3 is that it was assumed that subjects

would prefer ethanol sucrose to plain sucrose. The increase in impulsive responding

seen in those two experiments could have resulted from either a preference for

ethanol-sucrose over plain sucrose, or from indifference to the qualitative differences.

The fact that only two of the six subjects that completed Experiment 3 were biased

towards ethanol-sucrose in Experiment 4 indicates that it is possible that the
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behaviour change seen in the MN -ML paradigms was due to addition of initial link

reinforcers rather than due to differential reinforcer qualityper se. A future research

possibility would be to systematically examine how varying reinforcer quality

influences sensitivity to the temporal context. One approach would be to select

several different qualities of reinforcers and present subjects with reinforcer pairs to

develop individually scaled ratings of reinforcer quality (Miller, 1976). The

individual ratings could be used to select the most preferred and least preferred

reinforcer qualities, which could be then be used in the MN - ML paradigm.

In conclusion, the results obtained using the novel MN - ML paradigm supports its

use as a method to study self-control. The findings suggest that the addition of initial

link reinforcers to a concurrent-chains procedure inJluenced sensitivity to the

temporal context that, in tum, influences sensitivity to reinforcer amount. When the

initial link reinforcers were of equal amounts but differed qualitatively, the impact of

the terminal reinforcers on choice decreased as delay to delivery of those reinforcers

increased. The data obtained from the MN - ML procedure could not be accounted

for by the GCML because behaviour distribution varied as a function of the absolute

delay to terminal reinforcer delivery. The CCM described the data well and was able

to account for the increase in impulsivity that occurred as delay increased. The results

from the MN - ML paradigm indicated that the impact of differential reinforcer

qualrty in the initiat links was to decrease sensitivity to the temporal context. The

reduction in sensitivity to temporal context resulted in behaviour that became more

impulsive as the delay to terminal reinforcer delivery increased. Additionally,

findings from the fust experiment indicate that terrninal reinforcer contingencies are

more easily discriminated when the reinforcers are of unequal quality.
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APPENDIX A

These figures are data from all six delay conditions in Experiment 1 Phase I when the
SI and LD reinforcer qualities were equal. The white bars are data from the 1:2 delay
ratio conditions, the grey bars for the 1:4 conditions, and the black bars for the l:6
conditions. Subjects F12,F32, and F52 were reinforced with ethanol sucrose; and,
subjects F22,F42, and F62 were reinforced with plain sucrose. The figures plot the
proportion of responses made on the left alternative for each delay condition. Subject
F42 data shows bias free responding while subject F52 is biased, most obviously at
the l:4 and 4:l delav conditions.
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APPENDIX B

These figures are data from all six delay conditions in Experiment I Phase II when the
SI reinforcer quality was ethanol sucrose and LD reinforcer quality was plain sucrose.
were equal. The white bars are data from bhe l;2 delay ratio conditions, the grey bars
for the l:4 conditions, and the black bars for the l:6 conditions. The figures plot the
proportion of responses made on the left alternative for each delay condition.
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